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wRElol r THE BEST
FINANCIAL
ARE,
THE RIGHT ONES
MIGHT BE IMPOSSIBLE.
If your books were closed in only hours
instead of weeks you could manage better.
When both payables and receivables are automated, you can experience dramatic cash flow
improvement. And a computerized system could
help you meet fixed asset auditing requirements
easier and more accurately.
All this and more is available from our
software packages. We offer 87 different financial and manufacturing products for 31 different
models of popular computers. Whether you have
a small or large IBM system, Burroughs, DEC,
Honeywell, Hewlett- Packard, ICL, Perkin Elmer, Univac or Wang, we have your application software.
Financial systems include General Ledger,
Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, Fixed
Asset Accounting, Payroll /Personnel and Work
Order Management. Manufacturing systems
range from Material Requirements and Capacity
Planning to Shop Floor Control. They produce
the results 3,000 customers worldwide have
come to expect from the leader in application
software.
Call or write today for your FREE copy of
"Hard Facts about Software." It could be one of
the smartest decisions you'll make.
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name
company

Atlanta (404) 955 -3705
Boston (617) 683 -2447
Chicago (312) 298 -3500
Columbus, OH (614) 773 -2167
Houston(713)444 -3348

Los Angeles (213) 573 -0402
New York (914) 253 -8050
San Jose (408) 292.9700
Toronto (416) 924 -1461
Vancouver(604)669 -6122
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Asmallmiracleforasmallbusiness
atasmall,smallprice
(under$10aday)

'Under a 5-year lease whichalso includes a Maintenance
Guarantee covering all parts. labor and travel.
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Send coupon today!
MONROE, The Calculator Company
The American Road, Morris Plains. NJ 07950

the same bookkeeping methods
and often the same forms you're
now using.
Return the coupon —you may be
surprised how big this small miracle

Yes. I could use a small miracle
Send me information on the Monroe
Electronic Bookkeeper

I
I

Have a salesperson call me for an
appointment

I
I

Name
Title

MONROE
THE CALCULATOR COMPANY
A Division of Litton Industries

I
I

company

I

City

I

Address

State

zip
-

Your business doesn't have
to be big to put the miraculous
speed, accuracy and reliability of
electronics to work doing your
bookkeeping. Not when you can
lease a proven miracle worker like
the Monroe Electronic Bookkeeper
for less than $10 a day"
It does accounts receivable,
accounts payable, payroll and
other bookkeeping chores twice as
fast as mechanical posting machines! Five times faster than hand
posting! Multiplies staff productivity. Puts your statements first in line.
And it's a cinch to operate (takes
only an hour or two to learn). Uses

------------

TheMonroeElectronicBookkeeper works
wondersfor your cash flow!

Phone

L------------ - - - - -J
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Measuring Productive Costs in the Service Sector

16

By Richard W. Possett
How do you measure productivity in a service company? Here is a step -by -step approach
using an actual case history at Sebrite Corp.

Project Management for an Architectural Firm

25

By Thomas M. Wilson and David R. Stone
How should a professional service firm plan and manage its work? One way is to develop a
project management system that provides management with current and accurate information. Here's how it works at one architectural /engineering firm.

Designing a Profit - Sharing Plan for a Service Company

47

By Earl K. Littrell
A small fast -track service company can easily find itself in the classic tight cash /management bind. The answer to both problems is to attract new talent with a good profit- sharing
program. Here's a step -by -step guide to designing one.

Management
Accounting
Issues

Pictures That Lie: the Abuse of Graphs in Annual Reports

50

By Roger A. Roemmich, Johnny R. Johnson, and Robert R. Rice
A new study presents evidence that a substantial number of graphic presentations in
annual reports are misleading. What are the characteristics of good graphs?

Controlling Your Cash Resources

58

By Robert A. Leitch, John B. Barrack and Sue H. McKinley
All companies, no matter what size, must control their cash resources to stay in business.
This new method can help any firm forecast its resources for future periods and analyze its
cash flow.
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Annual Report

Annual Report, 1979 -80

29

Association leaders repo rt to "NAA stockholders" on its finances, programs, and activities.

Data Sheet

6

a millio n acco untants

Management Accounting Practices

new subco mmittee f o rmed

Letters to the editor
Creative Accounting
People in the News

Peter, Paul ... and P onzi
all abo ut members and other f inancial executives

8
10
64
66

Accounting in the nonprofit sector. What is its status? Ho w can it be impro ved?
The No vember issue pro po ses so me so lutio ns. In De cembe r, we po se the quest io n: Is
your capital working? A series of articles discuss this question fro m diff erent points of view.
Other themes under co nsideratio n are quantitative techniques, mergers and acquisitio ns,
equity /debt financing, acco unting in the arts, acco untants' liability, and quality contro l.

Cover:
Accounting for
architectural
projects: a
planned solar
building. See
page 25. Photo
courtesy, Odell
Associates, Inc.
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Views expressed herein are autho rs' and do
not represent Association policy unless so
stated. Reprints of articles appearing in any
issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING are available
from NAA's Special Order Department.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING Vol. LXII, No. 4.
Published monthly by National Association of
Accountants, 919 Third Ave., New York, N.Y.
10022. Price $2.00 per copy. Second class
postage paid at Lancaster, Pa.
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A Research Program for the 80s
Our Association enjoys a long and distinguished reputation for the

production of quality research in the field of Management Accounting.
We led the way in such important areas as the use of direct costing as
a management tool and more recently published an important work on measuring corporate liquidity.
Our opportunities for further significant
contributions to the concepts and practices
of Management Accounting are only limited
by our vision to perceive the needs of our
memb ers and the enti ties they repres ent.
We recently announced the formation of a
Research Fund to be used to enhance our
capability to provide timely position papers
on topics of interest and utility to the Management Accou ntant, As of September 1,
that fund totals $148,691, in contributions
and interest, from 149 contributors. This initial support clearly demonstrates that a need exi sts fo r rel evant research. Acceptance of this
support from our members and the entities they represent is both a
challenge and an obligation.
The challenge is to provide relevant position papers on topics of
interest and import to our members. We must continue to be responsive to the needs of our members and relate our research activities to
timely and real issues. To be effective, our research efforts must also
reflect quality and thoughtfulness.
We are keenly aware of our obligation to develop positions which
have genuine utility to our members and to articulate positions effectively on evolving accounting, regulatory, and economic issues. Wherever practical, our research position papers should not only enhance
our members' knowledge but should provide a means for influencing
matters of accounting and economic policy. In short, our research efforts must be relevant, timely and influential.
To carry out this mission, your support is needed. Your input on
topics of interest to you is important. Address your comments to the
attention of our Research Committee. As our activity grows, your firm
also may be contacted for financial support. Your endorsement of this
appeal will be welcomed.
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AUTNM 300 puts a

Decision Support System
at yourfingertips.
It opens the door to more con-

tinuous planning, more strategic
planning, more What If analysis.
Superior reporting and graphing facilities make information
easier to grasp, easier to
communicate.
Now at last you can have the
time and facilities to improve
your budgeting and planning,
and to explore challenging
new directions.
To create AUTOTAB 300,
we took the Hewlett- Packard
HP 300 minicomputer and built
in our own customized financial
modeling software. Result:

the Financial Decision Support
System you've been hoping for
Installed in your office, it's
always accessible to those who
need it most, when they
need it most
Mail the coupon or call
( 602) 264 -7241. Let AUTOTAB
300 put a Financial Decision
Support System right at
your fingertips.
- - Corporation
- - - - - - - Capex
1 4125 North 14th Street • Phoenix. AZ 85014
I I'd like more information on the
I AUTOTAB 300.
I Name

The office of tomorrow starts
today with AUTOTAB 300.
It's the first autornated
office system for financial
planners and analysts... the
first Financial Decision Support
System for the contemporary
office environment.
AUTOTAB 300 focuses

financial modeling, planning

I Title

and reporting power right in

I Company

your office, under your control
It expands your decision

I Address

making capability, provides
information you need to back

' State

up your judgments. It handles
current planning needs and
sophisticated future needs.

city
Zip
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Data Sheet
Robert F. Randall, Editor

Benefit Pension Plans," was designed to include state and local government plans, the
NCGA is concerned that adoption of this standard could result "in the preparation of financial
statements for public pension plans that may
be subject to misinterpretations, especially in
determining the proper level of funding for the
plan."

GAO on Improving Productivity
A Million Accountants
More than 980,000 people worked as accountants in 1978, according to the 1980 -81 Edition
of the Occupational Outlook Handbook published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. This
total includes 150,000 CPAs, 17,000 licensed
public accountants, and about 9,000 Certified
Internal Auditors (CIA). About 60% of all accountants do management accounting, according to the BLS.... Based upon the 1977 Census of Service Industries, the Department of
Commerce reports that there are 126,129 establishments classified as accounting, auditing,
and bookkeeping services with total receipts of
$8 billion in 1977, and a payroll of $2.9 billion
covering 230,859 paid employees. The Bureau
of the Census included accounting, auditing,
and bookkeeping services in the Census of
Service Industries for the first time in 1977.

31% of DP Departments Report
To Finance
In a survey of 1,200 organizations, lnfosystems
Magazine reports that 31.1 % of data processing departments report to the financial officer or
controller, and 18.7% of data base management report to the financial officer or controller,
according to the survey, published in the June
1980 issue of the magazine.

NCGA vs. FASB on Pensions
The National Council on Governmental Accounting (NCGA) has added to its agenda a
project to determine the applicability of FAS
No. 35, to state and local governments. Until
the results of the project are released, the
NCGA is recommending that governmental
units and statewide public employee retirement
systems continue to prepare financial statements for pension plans in accordance with the
principles of NCGA Statement 1, Although FAS
No. 35, "Accounting and Reporting by Defined
6

Government measures of private - sector
productivity can be improved, according to the
results of a survey by the General Accounting
Office of users drawn from unions, private
businesses, and federal government agencies.
They supported three major improvements: develop a new industry productivity measures
program, provide more explanation about
published measures, and produce measures
which include inputs from capital as well as
labor. In its report to Congress, the GAO states:
"Many firms do not measure their productivity,
and may not know how to measure it. One
way the federal government could help improve national productivity would be to encourage firms to measure their own productivity
and compare themselves to firms in similar
industries."

Bankers Rate Audit Services
How do bankers feel about a recent decision of
the American Institute of CPAs to allow CPAs
to perform compilation and review services for
nonpublic companies? They are reacting cautiously to the introduction of the new services,
according to a survey of 135 bankers from 30
banks conducted by Fox & Co., Denver. Some
conclusions: level of accounting services is a
factor in the loan decision, but not a major one;
the reputation of the accounting firm is an influence in determining level of service but not as
important as traditional lending factors; bankers feel a review provides more assurance than
previously unaudited financial statements but a
compilation does not; and respondents generally were familiar with various services performed by accountants.

Business /Accounting Briefs
The American Business Conference has been
formed to represent the public policy interest
and concerns of mid - range, growth- oriented
companies. The group will be headquartered in
Washington, D.C.
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"Three years ago, I got fed up with slaving for a
salary. Now I'm a Comprehensive accountant, and I've
more than tri led my income!" _Joe Donahue Denver Colorado
I'm an accountant. And I'd
like to tell you about the
opportunities I found with
COMPREHENSIVE"

I always thought my career
choices as an accountant were
limited to heading for one of the
"Big 8" firms, getting lost in a
corporation, or going it alone. I'd
always wanted to own my own
practice, but working for
someone else meant I didn't
have that core group of clients
to get me started.
The n I re ad about
COMPREHENSI VE'S nati onwi de

ne twork o f ind ep ende nt lo cal
ac co untants. L o cal to le t m e
ke e p in to uc h with m yse lf and
my m arke t, and natio nal to
pro vide all the back -up and
supp ort I 'd ne ve r have if I were
stric tly o n my o wn.
You mi ght say C OMPREHENSI VE

helps you be in business for
yourself without being in
business by yourself.
What is COMPREHENSIVE?
COMPREHENSI VE IS the nation' s

largest franchisor of bookkeeping, accounting and tax
services, with more than 19,000
small business clients of all
kinds handled every month with
a system developed through 30
years of successful experience.
Nearly 200 independent
accountants utilize
COMPREHENSIVE' S centr alized

How do I do it? With our
exclusive system, it's really not
too difficult. And here's what I
give each and every client
every month:
• Operating statement for both
the current month and
year -to -date, with
percentages for both
• Complete bank
reconciliations
• All tax returns
• Itemized employee payroll
records
• Detailed supporting ledgers
by account for each item on
the operating statement
• Balance sheets as necessary

What about money?
Before I became a

COMPREHENSI VE ac c ountant, my

sala ry was $20,000. That was
three years ago, when I was 31.
So you know I'm not a
remarkable genius.
I'm not one of those Harvard
B- School types either. My
degree is from Mankato State
College in Minnesota. And
believe me, there were times I
thought I'd never get through. I
finally did. though, in 1967. and
went to work as an internal
auditor with Control Data.
Almost ten years and two
jobs later, I'd had it. I was tired
of slaving for a salary and going
nowhere. The time had come to

computer system to provide
monthly services to their clients.
Fast. And with a lot fewer
headaches.
W ith COMPREHENSI VE, I'm
backed by a team skilled in
accounting systems, practice
management, sales and
marketing, taxes and more.
Plus a national advertising
program to attract and pre -sell
new clients.

What happened?
I quit. And moved my family
to Colorado, where I hardly
knew a soul.
Most importantly, though, I
bec ame a C OMPREHENSI VE

affiliate and invested in my
future.
COMPREHENSIVE tr ai ned me to

use complete systems, from
marketing and sales through
production. The system is so
sound, it's almost incredible!
All the tools are there. You
don't have to be an inventor.
And I certainly don't consider
myself a super salesman. I'm
still nervous whenever I make a
new presentation.

Back to money
In my first year, I attained 59
monthly small business clients
and was billing at an annualized
rate of over $5,500' a month.
By July of 1979, my client list
was up to 142 accounts, with
annualized billings averaging
$17,800' a month.
That means an annualized
gross of over $213,000' after
only three years!
Cash is important, and it has
to be there. But real success is
a lot more.
I'm my own boss. I work for
myself and own my own
practice. I'm building equity
for the future. And I have
employees who depend on me.
Best of all, I'm committed.
And I've proven a lot of things to
myself that I always dreamed
about.
Le ga le se
Can you do as well as I did?
There are no guarantees. There
are certain statements, though,
required by the FTC and state

r

How many clients?

make a major decision —both
about my career and my life.

Iregulatory
are: agencies. So here

By now, you've probably
found the aver age C OMPREHENSI V E ac c o untan t has about

Iiiiii• Iii1•

I
i
i
I'd like to know more about my

90 clients. That's right -90
clients! And each one receives
close, prompt and personalized
monthly contact and service.
Many accountants in the
system have even more. In fact.
my own personal client list now
tops 140!

'These sales, profits or

earnings are of a specific
franchise and should not be
considered as the actual or
potential sales, profits or
earnings that will be realized
by any other franchise. The
franchisor does not represent
that any franchisee can
expect to attain these sales,
profits or earnings. There are
currently 190 accountants in
the franchisor's Associate
and Affiliate Programs. Mr.
Donahue is in the Affiliate
Program, which began in
1976. Of all Affiliates in the
program who had completed
at least one full calendar year
in practice as of January 1,
1979, six of 34 individuals (or
18 percent) achieved
annualized billings in excess
of $5,500 per month during
their first calendar year in
practice. Of the six Affiliates
in practice for at least three
years as of July, 1979, gross
annualized billings ranged
from a low of $65,969 to a
high of Mr. Donahue's
$213,543 with a median of
$107,497. Of these, only one
individual attained billings of
less than $100,000.
N o w wha t ?

Obviously, you're not going to
rush out and invest in becoming
a C OMPREHENSI VE ac countant

just on my say so.
So get the facts. Ask for
complete information on
earnings and profits of all
cur rent C OMPREHENSIVE

accountants, including me, Joe
Donahue. There's no obligation
—and it could be the most
important move you'll
ever mak e!
CalI M. K. Savage

TolI free (800) 323 -9000
here in the Continental U S
InAn
Illinois,
call collect (312)898 -6868
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1
State

Phone
Joe Donahue. a
COMPREHENSIVE affiliate
in Denver. Colorado

1

Name
' Addr ess

(Besl

Zip
ti me t o

call}

Mail to : Comprehensive Accounting C orporation
2111 Comprehensive Drive, Au yore, Illinois 60507
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Official Tabulators for the National Easter Seal Telethon
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Management
Accounting
Practices
Louis Bisgay, Editor

New MAP Subcommittee Is Formed
The Management Accounting Practices (MAP)
Committee recently established a subcommittee to direct the committee's function of developing Statements on Management Accounting
Practices. MAP Committee Chairman Herbert
H. Seiffert appointed fellow committee member
Robert B. Sweeney to be chairman of the subcommittee. The Subcommittee on MAP Statement Promulgation will coordinate all aspects
of the statement - development effort, including
the promulgation of an overall framework for
management accounting and the publication of
guidelines on various elements of the framework.
Dr. Sweeney is director of the School of Accountancy of the University of Alabama. Members of his subcommittee are John F. Chironna,
director - accounting standards, IBM Corp., and
a member of the MAP Committee; Herbert C.
Knortz, executive vice president and comptroller, International Telephone & Telegraph Corp.;
Hadley P. Schaefer, director of the University of
Florida's School of Accounting, and a member
of the MAP Committee; and Donald J. Trawicki,
a partner of Touche Ross & Co. Mr. Knortz is a
past chairman of the Board of Regents of the
Institute of Management Accounting; Mr. Trawicki is a former member of the MAP Committee.

MAP Comments to FASB, SEC, AICPA
The Financial Accounting Standards Board had
proposed a supplement to its Statement No.
33, Financial Reporting And Changing Prices,
which addressed the issues in terms of certain
specialized industries —oil and gas, mining, forest products, and income - producing real estate
(MAP, July'80). In its letter, the MAP Committee disagreed with provisions of the proposed
statement that would mandate "fair value" and
8

"current cost" disclosures in certain instances,
and suggested alternatives for consideration by
the Board. A principal focus of the MAP Committee's comments was on the importance of
accounting for the future cash flows that will
emanate from the resources of the enterprise.
In response to proposed amendments by the
Securities & Exchange Commission to the rules
regarding the reporting of management remuneration, the MAP Committee generally agreed
with the Commission's tentative rule changes
but suggested reasons why they should be
modified somewhat as they pertain to stock appreciation rights, pension plans, and stock options.
The MAP Committee also commented on a
proposed Statement on Auditing Standards by
the American Institute of CPAs titled The Auditor's Considerations When a Question Arises
about an Entity's Continued Existence. "We believe the proposed Statement ... should offer
valuable guidance to practicing CPAs. _ .... the
Committee said. The Committee is concerned,
however, that the SAS may lead to performance of extended procedures in circumstances
in which they are unnecessary and cautioned
that the final statement should be clarified so
as to avoid that from happening.
Free copies of MAP Committee comment letters may be obtained by writing to Ms. Rosemarie Coppola at the NAA office.

CASB on Cost of Money
The Cost Accounting Standards Board, which
is facing its final year of existence, has promulgated CAS No. 417, Cost of Money as an
Element of the Cost of Capital Assets Under
Construction. In commenting on the proposed
standard (which had been numbered 421), the
MAP Committee had endorsed its general
theme. The Committee also had made two specific recommendations for change — eliminate
the one -year limitation on the length of the construction period and have the standard apply to
all qualifying costs incurred after the standard's
effective date, December 15, 1980, rather than
limiting it to new costs. Both recommendations
were implemented in the final rules.
The Board proposed amendments to two
previously- issued standards. In a proposed
amendment to Standard 403, Allocation of
Home Office Expenses to Segments, the Board
is striving for uniformity in allocating the cost of
state and local income taxes and franchise taxes by requiring a single method of allocating
such costs. A proposed amendment to Standard 410, Allocation of Business Unit General
Continued on page 70
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These Six Commercial Property Experts
Have One Thing In Common:
William E. Carleton
Director of Building Management
J.W. Galbreath & Company, Columbus

Larry G. Strohkirch, RPA
Vice President- Property Management
Oxford Properties. Inc . Minneapolis
"We utilize the Experience Exchange Report to check
operating expenses in new developments, acquisitions
and existing properties on a continual basis. This gives us
an average operating cost within any given area of t he
United states."

"We use the BOMA Report—it's especially useful when
we're talking to prospective clients. setting up goals and
objectives for management contracts. It has the kind of
credibility and consistency that we like to compare our
performance against, and the kind that clients can trust
to show unbiased facts "
Mary Lowe, RPA
Vice President, Operations
Arthur Rubloff & Company, Chicago

Henry Palm, RPA
Assistant Secretary. Real Estate Investment Department
The Travelers Insurance Companies, Hartford

"The BOMA Report gives us rho ability to measure our
performance, and show the results to our clients as positive proof of performance. We also use it regularly in
management studies, and for evaluating properties.
because It gives the kind of information we can rely
on —and our clients can believe in."

"Three separate groups at the Travelers use the Report;
the mortgage lenders to check a loan application: the
lessor of company office space to compare rental and
operating expenses and the property manager when
preparing budgets or explaining annual costs. And, our
Real Estate Investm ent Division is converting to the
BOMA Chart of Accounts."

James F. Butcher
Assistant Vice President
Cushman and Wakefield of California, Inc.
Los Angeles

William F. Mueller, RPA
Vice President
Equitable Life Assurance
New York City

"I keep the Report on my desk because I regularly use it
to check operating costs — especially energy costs —
against the industry averages, and because I continually
get calls from our own brokerage people and associates
in the industry who want to discuss operating costs. We
use it, quote it, and measure against it."

-Our property managers find the BOMA Report to be an
invaluable operating tool."

IM EXPERIENCE EXCHANGE REPORT FOR
DOWNTOWN AND SUBURBAN OFFICE BUILDINGS
This year's edition provides detailed income and expense averages
based on over 1500 office buildings across the U.S. and Canada —
with more than a third of a billion square feet of rentable space.
Use the report for: • Appraisals
• Cost comparisons
• Operation analyses

• Operating projections
• Management surveys
• Feasibility studies
• and more
The Experience Exchange Report. A publication you can bank on,
from Building Owners and Managers Association International.

Need it now?
Order by phone. Charge it on
Visa or Mastercard.
202 -638 -7525

YES, PLEASE SEND:
1979/1980 EER Package ($130 reg., 565 member)

BOMA
INTFRNATMAI

OTY.

TOTAL

1980 EER ($95 reg., $47.50 member)
Members receive 1st copy as part of benefits
1979 EER ($47.50 reg., $25 member)
Total price of above items
5% Tax (D.C. residents only)

NAM E —

$1.95 per book for delivery & handling

FIRM

TOT AL

ADDRESS

Visa

CITY

Check here for type of payment:
Check or money order enclosed
Charge to:
Mastercard A c c t . # _

PHONE (. _ --- ).
RE T U RN T O: Dept. 6J2A
B ui ldi ng Owners and M anage rs A ss o ci at io n Inter nat io nal
1221 M assachusetts A v e., N.W . W ashing to n, D.C. 20005

Exp. Date

Please send me information on:
M embership
BOMA Publications Catalog
BOMA Int'I. Member#

Non - member

Ever get the feeling when
your work is behind, you're alone?
f

Letters
TO THE EDITOR

r

A Useful Matrix

r

Response was solicited to the matrix
found on page 59 of the January 1980
issue. I have found this to be useful for a
basic master's level ( MBA) course
where outside readings are assigned by
subject area. I would also be interested
in a 10 -year index (most recent 10
years) of articles by topical area�—like
the annual index in the�June�issue�—if
that is availab le (w hethe r it is by book
chap ter or no t).
R. Gary Dean
Chai rman. Depart ment of Account ing
Creighton University
Omaha, Neb.
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Foreign Managers Should Not Be Held
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I d if fe r wit h Ge ra rd Dietem an n's conclusions in "Evalu ating Multinational
Per fo rm a nc e u nd er FA S N o. 8" in th e
May issue. The author suggests that we
must hold local managers responsible in
the management of foreign exposure
and therefore must base perform ance
measurem ent on reported earnings.
Foreign m anagers have no control of
currency rate changes and they are lim ited in their options as to foreign exposure. To hold them accountable in their
perform ance measurem ent for rate
changes or exposure positions for which
they have little or no control is not sensible.
Furthe rm ore, it is my opinion that
most multinational com panies do not
desire the ir foreign m anagers to speculate on rate changes and exposure positions. Indeed, when exposure positions
are taken , it is my opinion that such
specu latio n as to ra te ch anges are centrally directed. Therefore, these m anagers have no control on exposure positions.
Accordingly, I do not agree with Mr.
Dietem ann 's position that we m ust solely report foreign operations at actual
currency rates. I suggest that foreign
Continued on page 13
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Ar
_ e you sire you have
FASB 33 inflation acwtuitfava
>m Its-vnder control?

SOLUTION -33 —
another timely solu tion from
the ST SC family of fina ncial
ma na ge m en t c on tr o l sy ste ms.
For more information, call Ira Apatoff at
(301) 657- 8220 or return the coupon.

inflationdatarequirements
for your company,
FASB 33adjusted
compliance
are i
detailed and complex. If you are relying on manual methods to report

n

chances are you don't have the flexibility
to try the many different scenarios allowed under
FASB 33. Or the time.
That's why STSC developed SOLUTION-33TM—an
automated, ready -to -use compliance and inflation management reporting system.
SOLUTION -33 gives you the flexibility to meet minimum requirements of FASB 33 or to produce comprehensive restatement. You get every report required by
FASB 33 —in hours rather than days.
SOLUTION -33 is easy to use. Designed by accountants using accounting language, SOLUTION -33 offers
user - defined report capabilities, with current -cost and
constant -dollar methodologies built in —plus access to
information from macroeconomic databases.
You save hundreds of man -hours and avoid year -end
surprises by projecting now — automatically —the impact
of inflation on this year's and future years' business plans.

7316 Wisconsin Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20014
(301) 657 -8220
Tell me how SOLUTION -33 can help meet our
FASB 33 inflation accounting requirements.
Na m e —
Title
Company
Address _
City

State

Zip

Ph o n e —
Company Year-en d Date
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"Our user
find the
Fixed Asset System
easy to u
It's the right tool
for thci job*"
Joseph A. Juliano
Sr. Systems Analyst
The Stanley Works
New Britain, Connecticut

reduces conversion trauma. It requires less training and less mental reorientation. Training and use
are simpl ifie d be ca use Fort ex
documenta tion logical ly l eads
the user step -by -step through the
process.
So, when your priorities dictate
that it is time to evaluate software
suppliers, remember FORTEX.
Fixed assets, credit or A/R; on -line or
batch, Fortex can provide you with a
proven modular package that features ease of use, technical support,
quick response, cost savings, DP
efficiency and maximum maintainability. Fortex Data Corporation, 10 S. Riverside Plaza,
Chicago, IL 60606. Telephone: 312/454 -1650.

AA
Fortex we're the dedicated software people.
)w

"The Fortex Fixed Asset System is
truly a user oriented system. Our
user personnel were able to pick up
the system, work out the daily
problems and run with it without
a ny for ma l DP t ra i ni n g. The
documentation is that good'
What Mr. Juliano says about the
Fortex Fixed Asset System is just as
true for all Fortex software product
systems: fixed asset, credit or A/R.
All Fortex products are operational,
production - proven systems; concise and fully documented. And
they're easy to set -up and install because they are operational systems.
FORTEX systems are modularly designed so that
they can be easily adapted to meet any customs specific functional requirements. All systems are completely
documented for easy set -up and customer operation.
FORTEX systems feature two important customer
benefits: (1) They are designed to be used by nontechnical user personnel. (2) They can be readily adapted
to meet special customer requirements.
We design our Systems with a high degree of flexibility, because we believe a system user should be able to
talk "with" a computer... not talk "to" a computer. Talking
to a computer complicates performing the job function;
talking with a computer facilitates the job function.
Additionally when a new system is easy to use it

FORTEX

LETTERS
Continued from page 10
operations be reported at both actual
rates and budgeted rates (discarded by
Mr. Dietemann). With the use of computers it is quite easy to provide the reported results under both methods.
Financial analysis of foreign operations is complex, but much of the complexity is removed by reporting at
budgeted rates. Such reporting enables
facile comparisons to budgeted performance and reflects results over which
foreign managers have control. The reporting of foreign operations under both
actual rates and budgeted rates achieves
the objectives of both external reporting
and internal measurement and control.
R. J. Vales
Manager, Budgets, Plans, Analysis
West Europe Operations, Control Data
Corp.
Edina, Minn.
Energy Wins Raves
I thoroughly enjoyed Morris Gartenberg's article on accounting for energy
use in the March 1980 issue of MANAGEMENT' ACCOUNTING. I think this
article, featuring the Dow Chemical
Company, was a timely one and will be
a very useful addition to my course outline. I'm certain the pedagogical merits
of this feature will be appreciated by
other academics as well as accounting
practitioners.
Eugene A. Imhoff,Jr.
Associate Professor of Accounting
The University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Mich.
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Is your capital working for you?
Quantitative techniques —new wrinkles
Accounting for the urge to merge
Accounting for the arts

you contact Romac Personnel Professionals
We dig deep to find out what you really
want in your next job, then discreetly use
the resources of our 16-city network to
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uata rrocessing,
Accounting/ Fli nance or Banking, ROMACTION can help you get there faster and
easier than you can by yourself.
ROMACTION, It's time you had a
piece of it.
Consultants

ROMACTION takes place the moment

Personnel

for these topics
in future issues
of

wa iv a YU U 1 'wUlrb.

ROMAC

Watch

Accounting /Finance, Data Processing and Banking

Contact Romac Offices In:

• ATLANTA • BOSTON • BUFFALO • CHARLOTTE • SOUTHERN CONNECTICUT /FAIRFIELD
• DAYTON • HARTFORD • NEWTON, MA. • NORTHERN NJ /METRO NYC • PHILADELPHIA
• PITTSBURGH • PORTLAND, ME. • RHODE ISLAND • ROCHESTER a TAMPA • METRO
WASHINGTON, DCNA
Or write W illiam I. Kelly, Exec. VP, 125 High St., Boston, KA 02110 (617) 482 -2856.
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Is your small business
having a big problem with
incomingcalls?
You need the Com Key system.
"I tried to reach you,
but..."
Symptom #1: Your office goes
to lunch and your business goes with
it, leaving phones unattended and
clients unable to reach you.
Very unprofitable.
With the Com Key® 416 system
by Western Electric, you can control
which phones ring on which lines,
to ensure coverage during lunch
breaks. It's called flexible ringing.

"He's on another line..."

The Com Key system
helps manage incoming
calls more efficiently.
Only from Bell.
If your small business is having
a big breakdown, it could be the
fault of your communications system
Too much communication. Not
enough system.

Symptom #2: Clients are put
on hold indefinitely becauseyour
line is busy.
Very frustrating.
With the Com Key system,
your secretary can inform you
discreetly over the intercom that
a second call is on the line. Without
even interrupting your conversation.

"I was put on hold
forever..."
Symptom #3: A client calls, but
no one can find the person being
called. While the hunt goes on, the
client is left cooling his heels.

*Voice quality may decrease depending on the distance between
conferees and the number of persons on the Conference call.

Very irritating.
With the Com Key system's
paging option, anyone in virtually
any part of the office can be located
within seconds.

There's more to the
Com Key system.
We've described just a few
of the ways the Com Key system
can help a small business with two
to four phone lines communicate
better.
There's even more to the
Com Key system. Like Conference
calling* Music on hold. Even a
personal line nobody else can
use to make sure important calls
always get through to you.
Call your local Bell System
company today for details.
And start avoiding those big
breakdowns.

The Com Key system
by Western Electric
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Measuring Productive Costs in
the Service Sector
In organizations where the key resource is people, how well or how
badly they are employed significantly affects cost.

By Richard W. Possett
-:1

t

Richard W. Possett is
executive vice
president of Sebrite
Mortgage Co., Grand
Rapids, Mich. A CPA,
he was graduated from
Western Michigan
University. He is a
member of Grand
Rapids Chapter,
through which this
article was submitted.
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How do we go about determining productivity
and measuring costs in the service sector? Because
service businesses are labor intensive, we will need
to go back to the source — people, and develop
new managerial strategies and methods to define
and measure the utilization of human capital. For
the most part, this is already being done in manufacturing for the production of goods.
Almost from the beginning of the Industrial
Revolution, cost analysis has been applied and
fine -tuned in the industrial sector but only infrequently applied in the service area. Herein lies the
opportunity for the modern manager.
We suggest here what may be a useful approach
to the determination and measurement of productive costs in a service firm. This approach is similar to the standard cost method employed in many
manufacturing companies, whether direct or full
cost systems. The standard costing process facilitates management's evaluation as to whether or
not the economic activity of the enterprise is being
carried on efficiently. By providing a bench mark
or a yardstick of performance, it allows management to take action when necessary to correct a
problem or inefficiency.
An attempt will be made to define the economic
activity of a service business; to demonstrate a
method of cost determination; to suggest that productivity measurement is needed because it is the
0025- 1690/80/6204 - 3408/$01.00/0

best way to evaluate capacity utilization; to present some examples of a real world situation, and
to propose ways to implement a Productive Cost
Measurement (PCM) Program.
The Sebrite Story
Let's explore an actual experience to help obtain an understanding of what productive cost
measurement means and how it actually relates to
the real world. This experience is the Sebrite Corporation story.
Sebrite Corporation is a national financial and
insurance service company. Its primary mission is
to originate, market, and service loans (financing
or leasing) for permanent lenders, such as commercial banks and savings and loan associations.
In addition, the corporation provides financial institutions with insurance counsel and service
through their fully integrated insurance agency
operations.
Like many service enterprises, it is a classic
'.people" business engaged in selling a homogeneous product which is, in essence, thin air —a
promise to perform certain services at future dates
following the occurrence of specified but unpredictable events.
Another dimension is that the firm's operations
are unitary. That is, the two business segments —
financial and insurance —may be individual legal
units for political and social reasons but economically the segments have the character of an indiCopyright © 1980 by the National Association of Accountants

visible whole. Furthermore, it is a slightly amorphous business which is not easy to define and
classify.
Because of these and similar characteristics,
many service firms face a number of practical
problems in determining costs and measuring
productivity. The major hurdles are: allocating
resources between segments of the business,
unbundling the service offerings, and establishing
productive capacity.
The determination of resource utilization by
various business segments can be accomplished by
performing a Functional Activity Analysis. Such
an analysis is accomplished by surveying on an
annual basis all the employees of the enterprise to
determine how they spend their time (Table 1).
This information should provide sufficient feedback on personnel activities to show the existing
application of resources.
On the surface, the time study may appear esoteric, but it is basically simple. It is as simple as
knowing your business, asking the pertinent questions, and applying the information correctly.
This empirical approach has proven to be practi-

cally sound. The objective is not to massage the
figures into precise numbers but to adhere to the
principle known as "Occam's Razor." Translation: keep it simple and straightforward.
What we want to gain from the study are guidelines on work efforts to obtain insights into economic activity which should assist in pricing judgments. The alternatives are to do nothing and
guess, or establish a sophisticated time and motion program which may provide more cost than
benefit.
The Functional Activity Analysis serves not
only as a good guide in determining where resources are being used — insurance or financial operations —but also in what business activities, i.e.,
sales, service or support. It identifies the purpose
(unbundling) for which expenditures are made,
thereby helping the organization to gain a better
understanding of the costs of doing business. The
information from the analysis is used to reclassify
the dollar cost entries in the traditional accounts
(general ledger) into functional cost accounts
(Tables 2 and 3). Traditional expenditures are reclassified into the following activities (Figure 1).

Table 1
Functional Activity Analysis
Function
80%
75
45
70
90
85
100
85
100
100
95
90
20
90
30

20%
25
55
30
10
15

100%
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

40%
80
70
70
80
15

15

5
10
80
10
70

Service

Support
60%
20
10

%

Sales

-

Total

-

36,000
27,500
20,000
18,000
17,000
14,000
8,000
12,000
12,500
12,000
14,000
9,000
7,000
7,000
9,000

Insurance

-

Vice - president
Regional manager
Divisional manager
District manager
District manager
Collection manager
Collection specialist
Adjuster
Adjuster
Adjuster
Credit manager
Secretary
Insurance coordinator
Credit investigator
Secretary

Amount re lating to

Finance

-

Salary

-

J.W. Smith
M.A. Jones
R.W. Post
E. M. Grey
D.P. Wood
A.B. Horn
C.M. Walters
I.V. Green
O.C. Harris
C.P. Burke
A.W. Miller
E.J. Brown
R.B. Johnson
H.E. Adams
R.J. Baker

Title
$

Employee

20
30
15
70
100
85
100
100

15

5
15

100
100
100
100
100

Table 2
Time Allocation to Functional Activity
Support
1
6
4
1

Processing

Clerical

100%
100
100
100

31
18
10
1

1
1
1
33

12

400%

60

36

12

100
600
400
100

31
108
40
1

1
6
4
33

12

1200

180

44

12

Credit
1
1

Sales

Collection Repossess

Other

Financial

Insurance
20
30
16

5
7
16
14

1
3
1
1

36
30
1

5

5
10
55
34

7

104

42

6

67

66

1
6

5
42
64
14

1
18
4
1

36
180
4

20
180
64

5

5
60
220
34

12

319

125

24

220

264

Regional manager
District manager
Adjusters
Clerical
Total units
Weight average

1
6
4
1

100%
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15%

4%

-

Mean average

-

-

Regional manager
District manager
Adjusters
Clerical

Service

Admin.

1%

1%

27%

10%

2%

18%

-

Total

22%
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Briefly, these activities are defined as follows:
Sales or origination is the process whereby loans
(financing and leasing) are obtained from dealers
for permanent lenders. The key parts of this activity are:

Figure 1
Triangle of Functional Costs

/

1. Feasibility studies to determine market opportunities and client needs;
2. Dealer qualifications as a source of sound and
profitable loans;
3. Lender and dealer client development, cultivation and retention to maintain the business;
4. Providing insurance counsel and coverages;
5. Assisting with the paperwork, such as credit
checks, documentation, filing and title procedures and insurance processing and placement.

/ 1<

/

/ �

Service consists of performing functions pertinent to the collection of the loans. Primarily:

� / � /

;Service

Cli ents

- - � _ _ - � - � - � - � - � - �

k

1. The collecting efforts on delinquent accounts,
2. The retaking of collateral because of default in
the contract by the buyer,
3. Assisting in the sale of repossessed collateral,
4. Helping in handling insurance claims.

`

in gs and accounts can be determined. This knowled ge will pro vide tot al c ost whic h is one par t of
th e cost com ponent in the pricing form ula. What
is needed next is inform ation on productive capacity so standard unit costs can be determ ined.
Service organizations know that their key reso urce is people. They also know that unit cost of
people activity will fluctuate in direct proportion
to the total of their related production. Therefore,
how well they use people will significantly influen ce cost. To b e su re , capacity utilization is an

Support activities comprise supervision, personnel and public relations, accounting, legal, customer service and general office work.
Understanding PCV
Knowing where to apportion or allocate costs is
necessary so that the profitability of service offer-

important factor in pricing.

Table 3
Spreading Traditional Ac c ounts to Func tional Accounts
F U N C T I O N A L
Support
Trad. AIC
Salaries and bonuses
Payroll taxes
Fringe benefits
Travel /entertainment
Automobile
Communications
Occupancy
Clerical materials
Miscellaneous

Admin.

$40,000
4,000
3,000
3,000
9,000
5,000
3,000
2,000
1,000

$ 6,000
600
450
450
1,350
750
450
300
150

$ 1,600
160
120
120
360
200
120
80
40

$

400
40
30
30
90
50
30
20
10

$70,000

$10,500

$ 2,800

$

700

100%
Financial
Insurance
Credit
Collection
Repossession
Other
Administration
Processing
Clerical

15%

18%
22
1
27
10
2
15
4
1
100%
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Processing

Service

Amt.

4%
$70,000
70,000
70,000
70,000
70,000
70,000
70,000
70,000
70,000

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

870,000 =

Clerical

1%
$12,600
15,400
700
18,900
7,000
1,400
10,500
2,800
700

-

Credit

Repossess

Other

Financial

Insurance

$400
40
30
30
90
30
50
20
10

$10,800
1,080
810
810
2,430
1,350
810
540
270

$4,000
400
300
300
900
500
300
200
100

$ 800
80
60
60
180
100
60
40
20

$ 7,200
720
540
540
1,620
900
540
360
180

$ 8,800
880
660
660
1,980
1,100
660
440
220

$700

$18,900

$7,000

$1,400

$12,600

$15,400

1%
200
c 200
t 200
0 200

27%
=
=
=
=

+

200 =
200 =
200 =

63
77
4
94
35
7
52
14
4

570,000 +

200 =

$ 350

+

Sales

Collection

0 200 =
0 200 =

$

10%

$ 140

2%

18%

22%

Sales

140

Service

70

Support

Unit cost

$ 350
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Understanding the interrelationship of price cost- volume (PCV) should help to ameliorate the
capacity situation. PCV is a basic concept which
seems to get overlooked in service pricing problems. One reason for such oversight is that people
have a manufacturing orientation where production costs have a high degree of variability. The
costs of providing services are step - variable in nature and therefore do not vary in a strictly linear
fashion.
In a service - oriented business, the step- variable
cost behavior pattern has major significance since
step costs contain a large concentration of fixed
elements. In addition, these costs seem to change
abruptly at intervals of activity because they occur
in indivisible chunks. This is shown in Figure 2.
Each step represents a range of production
which has a top- bottom relationship to cost. At
the top (A) of a step, unit cost is the highest for
that range and conversely unit cost is the lowest at
the bottom (B) of a step. If we can determine and
properly apply some standard of performance,
then we effectively define an individual's capacity
to produce, i.e., the optimum point in the range of
production. What this will achieve is maximum
return for each dollar spent because the resources
involved will be fully used and their unit cost will
be less. From this operation we will be able to
measure efficient costs to be used as an ingredient
in pricing.
Standards are meant to serve as a criterion for
efficiency rather than simply to register what has
actually happened. Therefore, they must be well
thought out and accurate. Questions such as the
following will need to be answered: How should
standards be established and what standards of
performance should be used? Here is where creative management plays a decisive role.
At Sebrite Corporation, like many companies in
20

the service sector, there was insufficient understanding of cost behavior patterns and their influence on price. Recognizing this problem, the CEO
established the position of Marketing Controller
with the initial task ofexamining and possible redefining the economic activity of the enterprise
with the expectation of unbundling services and
having an "a ]a carte" pricing structure.
The chief responsibility ofthis job is to provide
client and segment profit analysis, not only on a
"historical basis," but on a "what will happen basis." This is a staff support function for generating
general marketing policy, pricing strategy, and advice and counsel for the line operation in negotiating with new and present accounts. The support is
basically consultative services to help marketing
people make better decisions. The Statement of
Position (see box on page 2 1 ) defines the specific
tasks of the Marketing Controller.
Because the identification of productivity measures normally requires business insight and creative thinking, it is difficult to prescribe a set of
rules that will lead to their exposure. Nevertheless, there probably are ways to think about a
business that should help identify measurable
work activities. The key is to recognize that on
close examination most work activity is part of a
larger system. Therefore, it is composed of various
components and sub - elements.
Recognizing, defining and thinking about the
detail breakdowns of work activity requires a research investment to collect and analyze business
information relevant to productivity and cost
measures. It may involve considerable time and
effort.
When we began our work, the objective was to
identify and use a productivity measure having
universal application, i.e., an omni- measure. In
practice, however, it quickly became apparent
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1980

that this is difficult because of the nature of our
business. As suggested earlier, our employees
(major resource input) are subject to uneven
work pressures and homogeneous business activities. Thus, a situation exists which is somewhat
unique to service institutions.
We need to measure productivity by several
bench marks to gain insight and judgment on
pricing. Our approach represents the outgrowth
of firsthand observation of people at work coupled
with research and analysis of historical costs and
productivity. The operational insights gained
from the time and effort of the Marketing Controller enabled our organization to establish the
following three productivity measurements.
Standards of Performance
Activity

Measure

Guideline

Contracts

Collections

Acco unts

1500 accounts

Revenue produced

outstanding worked
monthly
5 times base salary

&

Marketing
(Sales)
Repossessions
(Service)
Combination

30 contracts
produced monthly

The standards of performance evolved as measures of economic activity in the sales and service
areas. (Note: To date only minimal work has been
done to define and measure productivity in the
support area.) The refinement of these yardsticks
came from periodic time studies, observation and
inquiry. This is how we made the R &D investment.
Productivity Measurements Illustrated
The application of these productivity measurements can be illustrated in the following work situations:
1. All of the employees' efforts are in the service
function: e.g., the guideline would be 1500 accounts worked per month adjusted for specific
market circumstances, such as quality of the
portfolio, geographic dispersion of accounts,
and localized business conditions.
2. All of the employees' efforts are in the origination function: e.g., the bench mark would be
360 contracts developed annually adjusted for
specific market circumstances, such as market
participants, legal or structural impediments,
credit environment, contractual arrangements,
and housing demand.
3. All of the employees' efforts are in sales other
than origination: e.g., the yardstick would be
revenue per dollar of wages at five times salary
adjusted for localized conditions.
4. The employees' efforts are related to the following activities:
a. one fourth of time devoted to portfolio servicing,
b. one third of efforts in origination, producing
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1980

five contracts per month with a total net
margin of $1000.00,
c. one fifth of time expended in sales activities
other than origination, and
d. the remaining efforts in the support function.
The standards of performance would be 375 accounts worked per month, 60 contracts developed
annually, and the monthly generation of $1500 of
ancillary income. Of course, the performance
measures would need to be made specific to the
individual business segments.
We have seen how, through effective management, we are able to define, measure and evaluate
business activity of the enterprise. Now, the economic transactions of the business need to be
translated into money —the assumption being that
money is a useful standard measuring unit.
This brings us back to the traditional accounting system where expenditures are recorded in the
books and records via the bookkeeping entry. The
summary numbers are normally reported as the
historical costs of doing business.
To further understand costs and advance our
objective to use expected future costs in pricing,
we need to define their major elements. Such an

Marketing Controller: Statement of Position
Basic Role
Ge ne rate s ge ne ral m a rk e t in g p o lic y an d p ric ing s trat e g y. A d vis e s and
c o uns e ls l ine m anag e rs in ne g o tiati ng w ith n e w an d p re s e nt ac c o u nts . P ro •
vid e s c o ns ultative s e rvic e s to he lp m arke ting p e o p le m ake b e tte r d e c is io ns .
T he m arke t ing c o ntr o lle r' s c hie f re s p o ns i b ilit y is to p ro vi d e c l ie nt and s e g .
m e nt p ro f it anal ys i s o n a h is to ric a l a nd p ro je c te d b as is .
Specific Tasks
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Measuring costs of collections by client based on the quality of the portfolio, geographic
dispersion of accounts, economic and business outlook, systems and abilities of client in
handling both credits and collections, type of dealership generating the "paper ", general
characteristics of paying habits of people in the area, and abilities of our own internal staff.
Measuring costs of handling credit services by client based on demographic and
geographic factors, expected approval ratios, percentage of approved contracts purchased,
and the attendant paperwork.
Measuring costs of inventory financing considering the company's role in securing and
analyzing dealer financial statements, performing inventory checks, providing insurance.
claim handling, establishing compensating deposits, and securing manufacturer repurchase agreements.
Measuring costs of repossession services considering how repossession frequency and
severity will develop based on the quality of the portfolio, quality of dealers and their
services, contractual arrangements, geographic distribution of accounts, expected demand
for shelter, competitive situation and trends in demand of different products and products
financed.
Measuring costs of developing dealer accounts and servicing the lender - clients in the area
of marketing. Consideration should be given to market participants, contractual rights and
obligations, special market insights and the general nature of the financial markets.
Measuring costs of operating segments considering differences in localized characteristics
and capabilities.
Measuring expected income from service fees considering size of loans, contract terms,
portfolio runoff from scheduled amortization, prepayments and defaults, contractual
agreements, time value of money, depository relationships, insurance to be purchased and
any other factor influencing cash flow and income stream.
Measuring expected insurance commissions considering preminum generation, loss
development, contingent commissions, cancellation factors, commissions paid to subagents, and the economic value of expiration rights.
Developing formats and presentations to assist marketing personnel in pricing decisions in
structuring company offerings to new accounts and restructuring our services or pricing
with present accounts.
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examination will help us to understand current
cost behavior patterns and relationships better
and provide insights into the future. To accomplish this, let us classify expenditures into direct,
mixed and indirect categories.
Expenses which are expected to fluctuate in
proportion to the employment of people are defined as direct costs. Expenses such as salaries, bonuses, payroll taxes, employee insurance, travel,
entertainment, and automobiles are costs incurred
in employing people. Normally, these costs represent 75% to 85% of G &A expenses.
Mixed costs contain both variable and fixed elements and can usually be identified with a particular function on a reasonably accurate basis. Thus,
they would fluctuate with a major functional activity, i.e., sales, service, or support. Communication expenses are the largest item in this category
and usually contribute over 10% of total costs.
Indirect costs are those not expected to change
in total over the short run regardless of fluctuation in the volume of activity or employment.
These expenses represent the enterprise's commitment to maintaining an ongoing operation.
The two dimensions described, productivity
measurement and cost determination, can be combined into a basic framework for pricing analysis.
An illustration of this relationship (Table 4)
shows it can impact origination costs.

Total cost on a monthly basis is calculated below:
Monthly Costs
An n u a l C o s t s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$60,000
=1 2
Mo n t h ly C o st s . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .
Sales % . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5,000
.80

F u n ct i o n al C o s t s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$ 4,000

It should be noted, that our standard of performance objective would fall between 20 and 30
contracts per month (24 to be precise). In addition, we hit the revenues - produced target
($27,500/12 X 5 = $11,458) bull's eye with a price
of $460.00 per contract developed.
Effect on Pricing Strategy
The integration of the financial and insurance
operations makes the firm cost - effective because of
its unique ability to generate insurance revenues.
By and large, its clients do not have this opportunity.
Services can be performed at marginal cost (a
delicate situation where knowledge is critical)
with the insurance commissions contributing to
overhead and profit. For example, assume ...
a. 25 contracts per month
b. $160.00 loan origination fee, and
c. $300.00 insurance commissions per average
contract, will result in:
ProForma P &L Statement

The profitability model used here is merely a
simple modification of the basic economic unit
cost concept. It shows how price is sensitive to
productivity and cost.
The functional cost was determined by first referring to the regional manager (M.A. Jones) in
the Functional Activity Analysis. We see he
spends about 80% of his time in sales and 20% in
support. We also know, from the books and records, the traditional costs on an annual basis to
be:
Annual Costs
Salary ... ... ... .... ... ... ... ...
$27,000
Bonus .........................
5,000
Fringe Benefits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4,000
36,000
5,000
4,000

Direct Cost . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Rat i o t o To t al C o st . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

45,000
75%
$60,000

&

P er s o n n e l C o s t s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Travel E n t er t ai n men t . . . . . . . . . .
Au t o mo b i l e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total Costs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
22

In su rance Co mmis s io ns . .. .. .. .. .
Lo an Ori gin at io n F ees . .. . .. . .. . .

$7,500
4,000

T o t a l R e ve n u e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Co s t s an d E xp en s es . . . .. . . . . . . . . .

11,500
4,000)

Pre -Tax Income . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$7,500

In short, every firm or industry has some
unique characteristics. The application of the unitary concept may not be specific to each business,
but the general theory should be beneficial in the
development of pricing strategies where different
and unique capabilities exist.
The interrelationship of price- cost - volume
(PCV) is further illustrated in Table 5. The exhibit (measuring device) tells us how much revenue
we should obtain at certain levels of output (contract volume) which is expressed in average transactions per salesman per month (ATM's).
It provides a target that specifies what origination fee should be obtained at- various levels of
activity. That is, if we expect to obtain 40 ATM's
(40 contracts per month per salesman), then the
direct cost per contract would be $95.00, and the
minimum origination fee should be $88.00 for a
profitable transaction.
For our purposes, the fees are adjusted for the
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1980
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lip
W
_ 8 it3
Target Fee and U nit Cos t Sc hedul e at Various Levels of Activity
20 ATM'S

25 ATM'S

30 ATM'S

35 ATM'S

40 ATM'S

45 ATM'S

S 257
80

$ 189
80

$ 144
80

$ 112
80

$ 88
80

$ 70
80

Total income
Direct costs

337
189

269
152

224
126

192
108

168
95

150
84

Contribution margin
Indirect costs

148
64

117
51

98
43

84
37

73
32

Income before taxes
Taxes (50%)

84
42

66
33

55
27

47
23

S 42

S 33

$ 28

$ 24

Origination fee
Insurance commission

Net income

�

i

expected insurance commissions that will be generated per average contract.
The same type of analysis can be made for the
service function. A standard unit cost of servicing
is determined by dividing the functional cost by
the established standard of performance. The
model may be stated as:

Functional Cost /Standard of Performance=

Standard
Unit
Cost

The compilation of functional costs is accomplished by first referring to the books and records
to obtain current traditional costs, as follows:
Annual Cost
Salary (O.C. Harris) . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bon us ... ... ... .. ... ... ... ... ..
Fringe Benefits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$12,500
1,800
1,800

P er s o n n el C o s t s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tra vel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A u t om o b i l e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

16,100
2,900
3,950

Direc t Cos t s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Rat i o to To t al C o s t s . . . . . . .. . . . . .
Total Costs (100 %) .............

22,950
85%
$27,000

In this example it is assumed that the employee
is occupied 100% of his time with servicing activities. Of course, if this was not the case we would
simply apportion costs to the appropriate activities and then traditional and functional costs
would differ.
The monthly standard unit cost is calculated to
be $1.50 per account serviced, as determined below:
$27,000 _ 1,500

=

$1.50

tL mon[ns
Because servicing is future - oriented and not a
current activity like sales, the standard unit cost
needs to be adjusted for inflation. For this purpose
we use a 7% inflation factor.
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50 ATM'S

$

60 ATM'S

65 ATM'S

S 32
80

135
75

122
69

112
_ 63

104
58

66
28

60
26

53
24

49
21

46
20

41
20

38
19

34
17

29
14

28
14

26
13

$ 21

8 19

S 17

$ 15

$ 14

$ 13

B as e . . . . . . . . .
2 ..........
3 ..........
4 ..........
5 ..........
6 ..........
7 ..........

55
80

55 ATM'S
42
so

Year

$

Unadjusted
Cost

Inflation
Index

Adjusted
Cost

$1.50
1.50
1.60
1.72
1.84
1.97
2.10

100
107
107
107
107
107
107

$1.50
1.60
1.72
1.84
1.97
2.10
2.25

$

24
130

$12.98
=7
ears
$1.85

Adjusted average unit cost

NOTE: This assumes an average portfolio maturity of 84 months.
Implicit in the unit cost of $1.85 is that resources will be fully used at an ideal level of production. From experience we know that the cost
of portfolio servicing is influenced by more elements than inflation , such as those specified in the
description of the specific tasks of the Marketing
Controller.
The following cost matrix is an illustration of
the approach used to assist in pricing situations by
factoring in these important aspects which influence costs.
Monthly
Portfolio size

6,000 5,000 4,500 3,000 2,000

Total Cost ..... , ..... $8,325 $8,325 $8,325 $8,325 $8,325
Uni t C o s t . . .. . . .. . . . $1.39 $1.67 $1.85 $2.78 $4.16

At the center of the matrix is standard unit
cost. From there we can deviate upward or downward depending on the localized characteristics
and conditions. This is a useful way of assessing
costs for different situations.
From the Functional Activity Analysis we gain
insights into the work activities and efforts of our
people. This specific knowledge coupled with a
good understanding of cost behavior patterns and
productivity influences should provide a sound
P3

framework for pricing in service- oriented businesses.
Understanding Is the Key

Service
organizations
know their key
resource is
people.

What we have just demonstrated are real world
situations in equilibrium. The employee understands, in concrete terms, what is expected of him.
His supervisor knows he is an efficient employee.
Management is certain that the resources of the
business are being used productively. The clients
of the company are assured that the services they
need and want are priced at the optimum cost. The
shareholders know they will be receiving the maximum return on investment.
In the final analysis, we have a successful and
prosperous society because individuals who earn
and receive incomes are providing productive
services to industry.
Now a few caveats. When developing and applying a PCM Program, you as a manager will err
if you ignore some basic business fundamentals.
First, you should remember pricing is a three dimensional art. If successfully applied it relies
more on judgment and experience than quantitative information. Productive cost is needed to establish the lower limit of price, but knowledge of
the competition and an understanding of customer value set the outer limit. The gap is his profit.
Second, recognize that when you go about implementing such a program you are attempting to
modify human behavior. Because an organization
is comprised of people, it has behavior patterns,
both positive and negative. This behavior consists
of the homogeneous output of the interacting heterogeneous inputs. The objective is a positive
change in the aggregate output. Some psychologists tell us that it takes about seven years to firmly establish a new habit or break ourselves of an
old one. Therefore, it is going to take time to
achieve results and one must be patient and persistent.
Third, to enchance the acceptance of change,
sell the organization on the benefits of a PCM
Program. You will be going uphill backwards if
you try to tell the organization what it is going to
do.
It would be helpful if you ask and answer the
basic "who," "what," "when," "where," "how,"
and "why" questions in your sales approach. This
enables you to fill in the knowledge gaps. An example of questions which can serve the desired
purpose are:
1. Who will it affect? How? Why? When?
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2. What are the expected (hard and soft) costs
and benefits?
3. When will we get a pay -back from our investment?
4. Where do we anticipate impediments?
5. How will it contribute to immediate results and
long -term growth?
6. Why this program? What are the alternatives?
The outcome of this analysis should help make
it simple to sell the idea of productivity measure cost determination to people. Understanding is a
key. If people understand, they are more likely to
follow.
This "selling" instead of "telling" technique
should serve to temper normal defensive criticism
that is made about change. Don't forget that the
human factor is vital. Unless you consider the human element you are going to have resistance.
Finally, to be effective, standards of performance cannot be rigid or arbitrary. The performance measures will need to be made specific to the
individual business segments and therefore flexible, In addition to tailored measures, employee
participation is needed to establish a workable
program.
Modern management in the service industries,
running the gamut from banks and insurance
companies to retail stores and health care, will
need to consider and adopt a Productive Cost
Measurement (PCM) Program to achieve a superior return on capital and growth in earnings.
This vital area cannot remain terra incognita.
The recognition of the need for productivity
measurement —cost determination —and the commitment of resources to satisfy the need will come
slowly to some and, regretfully, they will be the
followers. Their thinking will be influenced by the
"Go -Go" atmosphere of the 1960s when the management nostrum was sales. What managers could
not make in profit they made up in volume. This
myopic and parochial view will be inappropriate
into the 1980s because of thinner profit margins
and keener competition in the service sector.
We are entering a time when creative management will make the difference. The innovators will
recognize the opportunity, conceptualize programs, and implement procedures to satisfy this
need. They will take a balanced approach to
growth and control and generate greater than average earnings. The tools are available now because the process of productivity measurement
and cost determination has been demystified and
profitably employed in practice,
11
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The ,Access of a service
on a single product —the skill of its K

By Thomas M. Wilson and David R. Stone
Despite the tremendous breadth of services that
the architectural / engineering firm can provide, it
sells a single product like all professional service
organizations. The success of a service firm therefore rides on this product —the skill of its personnel. Professional expertise is the essential resource
of any such labor intensive organization . Obviously, when the success of an organization depends
substantially on the proper utilization of a specific
resource, proper management of that resource is
of paramount importance.
In a typical architectural / engineering firm,
there is a mix of talents . The architectural staff
includes individuals with skill levels from those of
a draftsman with no design experience to those of
a registered architect with unlimited design capabilities.
Although capable in all areas of architecture,
these individuals sometimes specialize in specific
areas such as commercial building design , hospital
or school planning, or landscape architecture.
Each of the engineering disciplines ( structural,
mechanical , electrical , and civil ) is represented by
a similarly diverse staff. Finally, the technical staff
is supported by personnel with secretarial, accounting, and data processing skills.
The work which these employees perform generally falls into four distinct categories . The first
type of work is that performed for clients. This
0025 - 1690/80/6204 -3551 /$01.00 /0

category is the only revenue producing type of
work, and accounts for the greatest portion of
work done. The three other types include: (1)
promotion and marketing work ; ( 2) office overhead activities including such things as training,
departmental meetings, and granted time (sick
leave, jury duty, etc.); and (3 ) support staff activities such as general accounting, computer operations, and switchboard duty.
Most architectural / engineering firms operate in
a project- oriented environment . All client work is
performed on a project basis, and in many cases,
firms use project numbers to represent nonclient
work such as departmental meetings or computer
operations. The question of proper management
of employee expertise thus becomes one of proper
project management . If an architectural / engineering firm can properly plan and execute the projects on which it is working, it will successfully
manage its labor resource.
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The Role of the Project Manager
Odell Associates Inc. is a moderately large architectural / engineering firm with a staff of approximately 90 architects, engineers, and draftsmen supported by approximately 30 accounting,
secretarial , data processing, and office services
personnel . These individuals work in the company's four offices in three different states. At Odell
Associates Inc., project management is accomplished through the use of the project manageCopyright © 1980 by the National Association of Accountants
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manager of data
processing at Odell
Associates Inc. He
holds B.S. degree in
chemistry from Furman
University and has
done graduate study in
computer science at
the University of North
Carolina.
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ment system developed by the firm in 1975. This
system is a series of procedures backed by computerized information collection and reporting
which is intended to provide for thorough project
planning, and for extensive project monitoring to
insure that the project is executed according to the
project plan.
The primary responsibility for planning of each
project falls to the project manager for that project. The project manager, usually designated even
before the contract for the work has been signed,
is a senior individual in the firm whose qualifications specifically suit the type of work to be performed. A hospital design, for example, would be
supervised by a senior architect with substantial
experience in the design of such facilities. Planning for the incorporation of solar energy systems
into a building's existing heating, ventilating, and
air conditioning systems would be managed by a
mechanical engineer with a background in solar
systems.
The project manager's planning responsibility
includes the identification of the components
which will make up the work , the determination
of the type and quantity of manpower required to
complete each component, the scheduling of the
necessary manpower, and, in conjunction with the
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comptroller, the planning for the financial health
of the project.
The project management system provides a
menu of typical work activities in an architectural /engineering office, which assists the project
manager with his first planning responsibility —
the identification of the components which make
up the work. Activities such as architectural schematics, construction cost estimating, and design
administration are typical examples. By choosing
those activities needed to complete a project, the
project manager simultaneously identifies the
components of the work and prepares for his second step, the determination of the type and quantity of manpower required to perform each,activi-

ty.

Th e manpower requirem ents determ ination is
made in large m easure on the basis of the project
manager 's experience. However, the project m anagem en t syst em doe s pro vide h im wit h a va riety
of qu antit ative aids for making these decisions.
The info rm ation retrie val cap abilities of t he system allow the project manager to review the histories of previous work of a sim iliar nature, including the m anpower planned and actually required.
Comparisons with other projects can also be m ade
based on relative sizes, relative construction costs,
type of client ( governm ent vs. private, for exam ple), or other relevant factors. By applying his
knowledge of the project currently being planned
to the quan titat ive inform ation provided to h im
by the project managem ent system, the project
manager com pletes his projection of m a np ow er
requirements.
Once the de term ina tion of m an powe r r equirements is com plete, the question of manpower
availability arises. Is t he m an po we r availa ble in
the firm to com plete the project within the client's
calendar schedule requirem ents? In an office perform ing up to 200 jobs sim ultaneously, scheduling
a new job within the fram ework of m any others is
an extra ordinar y task. Com puterized scheduling,
therefore, is em ployed. Based on planned manpower requirem ents and calendar schedule requirem ents of existing projects, the computer prepares one -year forecasts of weekly manpower
loads. Th e forecasts include several features intended to m axim ize their accuracy. Because of the
very specific nature of the activities in the m aster
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menu which were used to define the project, the
computer can make specific determinations ofthe
load for each type of manpower. Thus critical
load problems in specific departments or offices
can be identified and solved. The system also gives
the project manager flexibility in specifying how
the work will flow. For instance, will work on a
specific activity occur at constant levels throughout its calendar life or will the labor demand level
fluctuate? By specifying a work flow model for his
project, the project manager provides the system
with the information necessary to accurately forecast weekly labor requirements.
Using the manpower requirements forecasts
provided by the project management system, the
project manager determines whether or not sufficient manpower will be available at the times
when he needs it. If it is not, he works with the
director of operations to resolve the problem. This
may involve modifying his original schedule, if the
client's requirements permit, scheduling overtime,
or hiring additional personnel.

Based on information from the general ledger,
the company's overhead was previously computed
in terms of overhead amount per payroll dollar.
Through use of this factor, the project then is
charged with its share of the office overhead.
Finally, the amount of those project- related,
nonlabor expenses for which the firm will not be
reimbursed by the client is forecasted. Such non reimbursable expenses vary on a contract -bycontract basis and may include such things as
document and drawing reproduction, (except for
labor, an architect's single greatest expense), travel, and communications expense.
With all forecasted costs in hand, the comptroller may now analyze the project for profitability.
If the project plan provides for reasonable profit,
it is accepted. If not, the comptroller must work
out an alternate plan which is profitable, reasonable, and maintains the high quality standards to
which the firm is committed. When all parties are
in agreement, the plan is accepted and work is
ready to begin.

Getting the Comptroller Involved

Monitoring a Project's Performance

In order to complete project planning, the project manager's plan must be reviewed from a financial point of view. This task is the responsibility of
the comptroller's office. In order to determine the
labor cost associated with the project manager's
proposed manpower budget, the comptroller applies to the manpower budget for each activity one
of two available hourly rates which pertain to that
activity. The first rate is the average payroll hourly rate of all employees who might work on that
activity. The second rate is the average rate associated with all hours charged to that activity within the last 90 days. The second rate is used more
often because it reflects the actual mix of personnel currently employed to perform similar work.
Once the raw labor cost has been forecasted,
the comptroller's office applies factors which account for employee benefits and other related labor items. A budget for direct personnel expense
(DPE) can then be determined.

At this point, the project management system
changes functions from that of project planning
assistance to that of project monitoring. During
the life of the project, the purpose of the project
management system is to monitor the performance of the project against its plan, and to raise
warning flags at the earliest possible moment
when the plan is no longer being met. It also continuously forecasts project outcomes in an effort
to detect problems before they occur.
In order to accomplish these functions, the
project management must have several different
important types of information. Naturally, it must
know the project plan. Therefore, both man -hour
and labor cost budgets are provided to the project
management system as soon as they are agreed to.
Simultaneously, calendar schedules for completion of the various activities which make up the
project are also supplied to the system. Secondly,
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the system must know current project costs at any
point in time. For labor expense, the information
comes directly from employees' time cards; they
provide a weekly record of time spent for each
activity of each project on which each employee
worked. Nonlabor, project- related expenses reach
the project management system through the firm's
general ledger system, which also provides the
project management system with information on
reimbursements received from the client for those
expenses which were reimbursable.
Finally, the project management system must
have information on the degree of completion of
each project. To supply this information, each
project manager makes biweekly estimates of the
number of hours which he anticipates are required
to complete each of the activities on each of the
projects for which he has responsibility. This is a
very natural method of determining project status,
since it is an easy process to determine the number
of hours required to finish incomplete drawings or
specifications. When these anticipated hours to
complete are supplied to the project management
system, it converts them to a percentage of completion for each activity using the formula:

budgets, and reports those projects that are not
performing as well as planned. It also does forecasting which predicts the final position of projects based on their current position.
By examining the percentage of completion
analysis of a project which is not performing as
well as planned, the project manager or the comptroller can make determinations of the cause of
the problem. If, for example, a project has used
exactly the number of hours planned to reach its
present level of completion, but its production
cost is over budget, one may deduce that the problem is with the manpower mix being used on the
project. In all probability, the people who are
most heavily involved in the project are more experienced and are more highly paid employees
than the project manager allowed for in his project plan. This probably occurred because of poor
employee scheduling or because the work has encountered technical problems requiring the intervention of more experienced personnel. Once the
existence of the problem is disclosed by the project management system, steps can be taken to
solve it.
The project manager's estimates of anticipated
hours to complete each activity are important for
other reasons. These estimates have direct impact
on the manpower requirements projections. For
work which is partially complete, the anticipated
hours to complete are the most accurate measure
of the manpower loads remaining for the project.
Plugging these estimates into the work flow models for the projects allows management automatically to adjust manpower load forecasts for the
project to reflect current position.
The anticipated hours to complete and the percentages of completion are very important to the
comptroller. By computing fees earned —based on
percentage of completion —then computing labor
costs, overhead costs, and the net expense of projContinued on page 45

Percentage of Completion =
Hrs. Charged to Date

X100%
Hrs. Chrgd. to Date + Antic. Hrs. to comp.

Because the budget is not used in determining
percentage of completion, the percentage can be
used to compare performance to the budget. Applying the percentage of completion to the budget
will yield the amount of manpower which was
planned to bring the activity to its current level of
completion. By comparing this computed manpower to the actual manpower used on the activity, one can determine whether or not the activity
is performing at its budgeted pace. The project
management system does these comparisons, both
for man -hour budgets and for production costs
28
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President's Report

I've enjoyed my year as your president. It is difficult for me to
identify only a few highlights. I
have participated in numerous professional development programs
sponsored by chapters, councils,
and our national office. I have
chaired two National Board
meetings and four national Executive Committee meetings. I
have attended meetings of all of
our national committees and worked
very closely with several Ad Hoc
Committees. I have attended and
made presentations at many
chapter meetings. I have chartered
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several new chapters— including
my own in Durham. I have worked
closely with staff on many Association matters.
So what were the highlights? Let
me mention five. First, you elected
me to the presidency in Boston and
you welcomed me at our annual
banquet there. I left Boston with a
very positive feeling of support and
with high hopes for a successful
year. Second, one of my first official duties involved the chartering
in July of the West Georgia Chapter.
That was a memorable evening for
me as l first sensed as your president the vitality of our Association
by presiding over the birth of a new
chapter. In hindsight, it was especially remarkable because that chapter won the Warner Trophy for its
outstanding performance. Third, in
November I was invited to attend a
meeting of the Los Angeles
Chapter. At that meeting I shared
the speaker's platform with former
President Ford. We had 1,100
NAAers present including several
past national presidents. I think
got President Ford's attention
when I told him we had 93,000

members, and virtually all of us of
voting age. President Louise Lewis
and her group did an outstanding
job and the evening was highly successful for the chapter and for NAA
generally. Fourth, we spent a week
in Paris in April where we conducted our first NAA European
Conference. We had 230 in attendance. The Conference was very
well run and we got excellent
publicity for NAA and for its
leadership in the field of management accounting. And finally, the
Annual Conference was highly
successful.
My wife, Eldora, has accompanied me on many of my travels. We
have enjoyed the warm hospitality
of NAAers everywhere we have
gone.
Although I leave to my successor, Bob Donachie, many
challenges, l am confident that our
Association has had a good year, I
have had the good fortune of working with the best possible group of
vice presidents and other Executive Committee members. We
have had a committed and very
productive group of National
Directors and council and chapter
officers and directors. I have enjoyed the support of our past national presidents and of our truly
committed Stuart Cameron
McLeod Society. I have worked
closely with a staff that has been
most tolerant of me and that has
performed at a high level of efficiency and effectiveness.

Professional Services
I see our As s ociation gaining
stature and vis ibility, l s ee it m ak ing a signific ant s tart on the road
to clear identific ation as the
prem ier and m ains tream organization that repres ents the profes s ion
of m anag em ent a c c ountin g. And,
above all, l s ee us as representing a
wealth of hum an c apital entering
the 1980s in high s pirit.
Organizational c hanges are in
the process of being im plem ented
to strengthen our As s ociation. W e
have a very s trong group of offic ers
m ovin g int o k e y pos itio ns at the
chapter, counc il and national
levels for next year.
Wh ile yo u m a y t h in k t h at I s p e a k
from a self - s erving and perhaps
biased view point, I hope you agree
w ith m e that th e future of our
Association has never been
bri ght er.
I th ank yo u f or the op por tun ity
and the honor to have s erved as
your president.

PZlet_� 'j

R. LEE BRUMMET
President, 1979.80

Carrying out the major objectives
of NAA, the volunteer officers,
directors, and Association staff
helped strengthen and extend the
breadth of the professional services
during 1979 -80. Activities ranged
from the completion of seven
research projects to the planning
and successful conduct of the first
Euro pean con ference.
Research
The expansion of the NAA
research capability continues, The
fund - raising activities initiated in
1978.79 have resulted in the use
of $75,000 in 1979 -80 to support
the expanded level of activity. The
focus of the research effort is on
helping financial officers resolve
current acco unti ng p robl ems and
to anticipate management's needs
in planning, control and reporting of
operations. The Association's
emphasis on professionalism is
exemplified by this program to
help provide information to
communicate effectively the
management accounting viewpoint
to accounting forums, professional
associations, and political bodies
in the establishment of accounting
practices and standards.
Three research studies that are
jointly sponsored with the Society
of Management Accountants of
Canada (SMA) are in printing
production: The Make -Buy Decision,
The Pricing Decision, and
Organizational Technology and

Design of Management Control
Systems. These studies are a part
of a series of nine decision models
identified in a 1975 study jointly
funded by NAA and SMA.
The Lease - Purchase Decision by
William L. Ferrara, James B. Thies,
and Mark W. Dirsmith was
published in May, and Transfer
Pricing: Techniques and Uses by
Ralph L. Benke, Jr., and James
Don Edwards was published in
August. The latter publication is
being given away for a limited
period to NAA members who
request it, as one of the benefits
of membership.
Of 45 projects processed by the
Committee on Research, six were
selected for study. A study on the
impact of inflation on internal
planning and control, scheduled to
be published in 1981, generated
front page coverage in the Wall
Street Journal when that newspaper
published preliminary findings
growing out of the research.
Other research projects in
process include the capital
expenditure decision, standard
costing, the allocation of common
costs, the minicomputer decision,
the profile of the management
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accountant, ethics considerations
for management accountants, and
the acquisition decision.
Continuing Education Program
Six new courses were introduced
in the Continuing Education
Program during 1979 -80:
Information Systems Management:
Budgeting and Performance
Reporting for Service Industries;
Internal Control for Management
Accountants; Constant Dollar and
Current Cost Accounting;
Advanced Standard Costs for
Manufacturing, and The Controller:
Role and Techniques. Registration
for two of these courses — Advanced
Standard Costs and The
Controller —was closed out each
time the courses were offered.
Their success helped the CEP
program reach 87% of its budget.
A large number of course
cancellations last year, however,
probably because of the decline in
the economy, contributed to a falloff in attendance and revenues for
the Continuing Education Program
in 1979 -80.
Self -Study Programs
Three new self -study courses
have been developed: one on
written communications, one on
capital budgeting, and a third on
credit and financial analysis. A
fourth course on flexible budgeting
is in development. Revenues for
the fiscal year were $ 123,000, an
increase of almost 20% over the
preceding year.
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Library & Technical Services
In its second year of existence,
the Management Accounting Book
Service, which is coordinated
through the library, achieved more
than $38,000 in revenues. More
than 1,200 inquiries were answered
by the Technical Services
Department during the year.
Management Accounting
Practices Development
Staff support for the Management Accounting Practices (MAP)
Committee was strengthened by
the addition of a new project
manager, James Mammone, He
joined the headquarters staff in
September 1979 and has been
involved in phases of the MAP
Committee project work and
responsive activity.
The MAP Committee substantively
endorsed the report by an ad hoc
subcommittee on reassessment of
the Committee's role. In summary,
the subcommittee concluded that
no change should be made to the
responsive and statement development activities and that the
process of developing Statements
on Management Accounting
Practices should be re- emphasized
under the direction of a continuing
subcommittee.
The MAP Committee, Research
Committee, and staff represent-

atives agreed that the papers
on Measurement of Productivity
developed by the MAP Subcommittee on Productivity should
be used as the basis for articles
to be published in Management
Accounting. Ultimately articles on the principal themes
represented in the individual
papers were prepared and published
in three consecutive issues of
Management Accounting —the
first written by the subcommittee
chairman, and the last two by staff.
Last year the MAP Committee
approved a research project on
uses of fixed /variable expense
reporting. The project was initiated
as a result of a request by the FASB
for input on its Reporting Earnings
segment of the conceptual
framework. The MAP questionnaire survey was undertaken and
completed in less than six
months. It involved the design
of a questionnaire by researchers from Michigan State
University, the sample selection by
the researchers, and the balance of
the work performed by MAP staff
(control of replies, interface with
computer support people, and
analysis, interpretation, and
reporting of the results). The report
was furnished to the FASB and is
being sent to NAA members on
request. To date, more than 1,200
copies have been sent to members.
Liaison with other organizations
was strengthened during the year
by contacts with the staff of the
Securities & Exchange
Commission. Chief Accountant

Clarence Sampson attended the
MAP Committee meeting on
March 28; a MAP subcommittee
visited the SEC in Washington for a
discussion about specific
Commission proposals. There was
an understanding that these
meetings would take place on a
regular basis to address matters of
mutual interest. Contacts with the
FASB and CASB have been
maintained: the FASB is
represented at MAP Committee
meetings and CASB representatives participate when CASB topics
are considered. A MAP Committee
representative testified at the
December 1979 FASB public hearing on Reporting Earnings.
The MAP Committee's
responsive role continues to
expand, as indicated by the
comment letters submitted last
year. The distribution of the letters
was: FASB (15), SEC (10), CASB
(7), AICPA (4), IASC (2), IRS (1),
and one letter to the U.S. Senate
regarding the future of the CASB.
Whether or not the issues continue
to increase, it is apparent that the
responsive function will remain
critical in the coming years.
The 1980.81 year is expected to
mark a resurgence of activity
leading toward development of
Statements on Management

Accounting Practices. As
mentioned, a Subcommittee on
Statement Promulgation was formed
just prior to year -end, whose
purpose will be to coordinate and
direct the re- emphasis on MAP
Statement projects. As the MAP
Development department is closely
allied with the MAP Committee,
the department's objectives for the
coming year are to support the
ongoing task of representing the
management accounting viewpoint in the financial reporting
arena and to assist the Committee's renewed effort in developing guidelines for the management
accountant.
Institute of Management
Accounting
The Certificate in Management
Accounting Program continued its
pattern of substantial growth over
the preceding year. There was an
increase of approximately 20% in
CMA examination activity over last
year- More than 6,000 people now
belong to IMA, with 1,931 CMA
holders among the total. An
increasing number of companies
are encouraging and supporting
their management accounting and
financial management employees
in their efforts to earn the Certificate in Management Accounting.
To further develop company
interest in the CMA program,
personal calls are being made
upon corporate financial officers.

The IMA instituted a program to
attract graduating college students
to management accounting and
the CMA program. Students who
meet certain criteria can take the
examination at reduced fees. This
new program increased the student
participation in the June 1980
examination over previous years. A
student performance award,
sponsored by the Monsanto
Company, has been established. It
will be presented to the top scoring
student of each examination.
NAA through the IMA continued
its active involvement in the
development of standards for
accreditation of college accounting programs. The American
Assembly of Collegiate Schools
of Business (AACSB) has
adopted standards for such
accreditation to begin in 1982.
The standards recognized the CMA
as an appropriate professional
certificate for accounting
faculty members to possess.
NAA will continue its participation
in accreditation through its
representative on the AACSB's
Accounting Accreditation
Committee.
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Chapter & Member Services
At June 30, 1980, the
Association had 89,230 dues paying members —which
represents a 4% growth over last
year. This total includes 4,155
associate members —a 64%
increase over the year before —
and 5,192 student members.
The National Board of Directors
and Executive Committee voted to
raise membership dues to $60 to
meet increasing costs and an
expected budget deficit. This represents the first dues increase in
four years, despite sharply higher
costs each year. A proportionate
amount of the increase will be
returned to chapters to assist them
in conducting their operations. At
the same time, the officers and
directors approved a discount for
those members who pay their dues
two or three years in advance.
Chapter Technical Programs
An Ad Hoc Committee on
Chapter Technical Programs was
appointed by President Brummet
"to study such programs over the
past several years, review the
assistance available from our
national office in arranging these
programs, and determine the
extent of the utilization of this
assistance."
In carrying out this mandate, the
Committee reviewed current
competition rules and the services
provided by the national office,
analyzed 1978.79 chapter

technical programs, reviewed
selected ones for 1979 -80, and
surveyed members of the
Committees on Chapter Operations and Education, and all
presidents. The Committee also
analyzed termination contact reports to see if there was any
correlation between chapter
programs and terminations. The
committee concluded there was no
correlation.
Almost 20% of those surveyed
said the chapter technical
programs were outstanding,
two- thirds said they were good,
and the rest said fair. No one said
the programs were poor. In rating
types of speakers in terms of
learning opportunity, business
executive- financial, business
executive- other, public accountant,
and acad emic received the highest
ratings.
In rating types of speakers as to
their ability to attract attendance,
however, respondents indicated
that politicians, sports figures, and
entertainers attract the best attendance but provide little learning
opportunities.
Based on the survey results, the
Committee concluded that most
chapters do not use the national,
computerized speaker service and
that "out -of- town" speakers are not
significant in improving technical
programs or increasing
attendance.
The Ad Hoc Committee on
Chapter Technical Programs
recommended that:
* Each chapter and council be
provided with a computer printout

of all recommended speakers
within its geographic area.
* The current guide for program
directors be expanded to make it
more comprehensive and more
meaningful.
* A comprehensive discussion
of program planning be held at all
chapter management seminars.
* A special issue of the Association Leader be published on program planning.
* Chapters be encouraged by
staff and national officers and
directors to conduct member
interest surveys.
The Committee also recommended that chapters be encouraged to improve their
planning, organization and
publicity of technical programs.
All the above recommendations
are in the process of being
implemented.
Three other recommendations are
under consideration. They are:
Reinstate the Extended Discussion
Outlines of technical subjects for
use by chapters; develop packaged
programs for specialized subjects
including outlines, study guides,
and audio- visual aids, and consider
the preparation of study guides
and outlines for chapter use on
research studies, MAP Statements,

and others in preparing articles
for publication in the magazine.
The session was considered very
successful.

and special issues of Management
Accounting, and the CMA Body of
Knowledge.
Two New Chapters and a Partition
Michigan Upper Penninsula
Chapter was chartered November
1, 1979, and Southeast Idaho,
February 1, 1980. The partition
of Richmond Chapter added
Richmond Lee and Richmond
Jackson to the Association's
roster of chapters.
The Potomac -Chesapeake
Regional Council comprising
Baltimore, Mason - Dixon,
Montgomery -Prince Georges,
Northern Virginia, and Washington Chapters was created.
Because of lack of activity,
charters were withdrawn from
Roaring Fork Valley Colorado
and Sabine Chapters and from the
Bogota, Medellin, and Santiago
affiliates.
Publications
More than 950 manuscripts were
received last year through the
inter - chapter competition for
possible publication in Management Accounting, an inventory of information that allows
NAA to publish a wide range of
material from many sources.
Testifying to the value of the
articles published, more than 175

requests were processed for
permission to reprint articles.
Two new publications were
published: The Lease - Purchase
Decision and Transfer Pricing.
The latter book will be offered free
to members for a limited period.
Other publications issued were the
CMA Question and Answer Booklet
for the June 1979 examination and
an index of Industry Accounting
Manuals. Advertising in Management Accounting exceeded the
budget by $28,000 for a total of
$220,000, or an increase of 29% in
total sales.
Under the auspices of the
Committee on Publications, for the
first time a technical session was
presented at the Annual Conference designed to assist members

Public Relations
With the support of its public
relations counsel, NAA developed
and conducted another survey of
chief financial officers of American
corporations and large banks. The
CFOs were asked to check three of
a suggested list of 12 actions that
would do the most to reverse the
current business slowdown and
revitalize the nation's economy.
Responses exceeded 50% of those
polled, and the survey was well
covered in the press.
A booklet titled "There is a
Future in Accounting" was
prepared to give high school
students and guidance counsellors
an accurate picture of today's
career opportunities in management accounting. The new booklet
is now being distributed to
students, schools, and other
organizations and individuals who
request information on management accounting.
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Conferences
NAA'S first European Conference held in Paris, April 24.26,
turned out to be highly successful
with some 225 individuals attending from ten European countries,
the United States and Australia.
The theme of the conference was
"Management Accounting —St rate gies in a Changing World."
Three special conferences were
conducted by the Association
during 1979 -80. A joint venture
with Penton Learning Systems on
"The Job of the Controller" was
held in New York, December 3 -4,
1979. Two one -day sessions were
conducted on FAS No. 33,
"Financial Reporting and
Changing Prices," in New York,
January 8, and in Chicago, May 6.
Each conference was attended by
more than 100 business men and
women. Developing special
conferences to meet the needs of
the membership is a new service of
the Association.

Memorial Education Fund
The Memorial Education Fund
was established to allow members
and others to contribute to the
pursuit of the educational objectives of the Association. Under the
guidelines for the Fund, income
will be used specifically for
educational purposes. Individuals
and organizations contributing to
the Fund during 1979.80 are listed
at right.

To develop better communications between industry and academe, NAA in co- sponsorship
with 12 companies presented a
Management Accounting Symposium in Palo Alto, Calif., last
March. The purpose of this symposium was to increase the dialogue
between the academic community
and practicing management accountants for the further development of the practice of management accounting.

Contributo rs
Mr. & Mrs. Leslie I. Asher
Ettore Barbatelli
Mr. & Mrs. A. P. Bartholomew
Mr. & Mrs. W illiam H. Beadle
Donald W . Blacka
Mrs. Rawn Brinkley
Francisco Cancio, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Robert G. Chapman
Mildred H. Cheskis
Robert I. Dickey
Robert J. Donachie
Thomas M. Earls
Clemens A. Erdahl
Arthur Fac cini
Mr. & Mrs. Lafe P. Fox
Mr. & Mrs. Firman H. Hass
Mr. & Mrs. E rwin Heiner
Mr. & Mrs. Paul M. Herring
Milton Hudders
John B. Inglis
Mrs. Philip W . Johnson
Mr. & Mrs. I. W ayne Keller
Mr. & Mrs. Chester R. Kennedy
James E. McMillen
Grant U. Meyers
Mr. & Mrs. Tho mas L. Morison
Carl G. Orne
Mr. & Mrs. H. A. Papenfoth
Mr. & Mrs. Robert L. Pyle
David W . Rewick
Mr. & Mrs. Charles T. Smith, Jr.
Colin A. S tillwagen
Mr. & Mrs. A rthur S. Taylor
Mr. & Mrs. Philip W arner
Mr. & Mrs. G. E. W oodson
Mr. & Mrs. W . M. Young, Jr.
Leonard O. Zick
Cincinnati Chapter
Dallas Chapter
East Jersey Chapter
Evansville Chapter
Harsco Corporation
Indianpolis Chapter
Morristown Chapter
New Orleans Chapter
Pennsylvania Northeast Chapter
Racine-Kenosha Chapter
Society of Manufacturing Engineers
Stuart Cameron McLeod Society
In Memo ry of or Honor
W . Y. Armstrong
Ethel Bennett
John H. Bergsted
Dr. Aaron P. Cheskis
Edward C. Daul, Jr.
Joseph B. Dente
Donald G. Eder
Earle B. Hiatt
Eugene R. Hudders
Charles R. Israel
Philip W . Johnson
Mary C. Jones
Robert O. Kelly
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of:
John J. Kerber
W illiam J. Knies
Ray Longenecker
Edward McGonigle
W illiam H. Mers
Stanley A. Pressler
H. Leslie Rogers
Walter H. Roten
Roy B. Sandoz
Carmen Spinelli
Alexanderr St. Bernard
Charles H. Towns
Carl V inton

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ACCOUNTANTS

Balance Sheets
Assets

Liabilities and Fund Balances

June 30
1979
1980

June 30
1979
1980
Cur re nt O p e r a t i n g Fu n d

2,943,567

244,793

202,699

341,457
53,696
$3,331,471

223,734
46,222
$3,448,379

499,004

$

619,095
2,119,978
38,741
100,609
10,534
2,888,957
442,514

2,092,987

$3,331,471

$3,448,379

$3,020,209
162,729
66,158
$3,249,096

$2,854,175
155,345
10,689
$3,020,209

104,721
3,485
11,974
120,180

93,474
3,262
7,985
104,721

-

2,628,628

Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Deferred revenues
Membership dues
Research contributions (note 1)
Other
Other liabilities
Total liabilities
Fund balance

$

32,157

$

$

62,897

-

Cash
Marketable securities, at cost, which
approximates market
Furniture, equipment and leasehold
improvements (note 2)
Receivables net of allowance for doubtful
accounts ($11,000 June, 30 1980;
$ -0- June 30, 1979)
Other assets

67,210
9,549
2,668,750
779,629

38,110

3,210,986
$3,249,096

$

Gash
Marketable securities, at cost (approximate
market value $3,552,000 in 1980;
$3,351,000 in 1979)

$

Res erv e Fund

27,228

2,992,981
$3,020,209

Fund balance
Beginning of year
Registration fees for membership
Net gain on disposition of securities
End of year

$

$
$

94,617
104,721

Fund balance
Beginning of year
Donations received
Interest income
End of year

$

10,104

$

109,891
120,180

$

10,289

$

Cash
Marketable securities, at cost plus accrued
interest (face value $110,000 in 1980 and
$95,000 in 1979

$

M e m o r i a l E d u c a t i o n Fu n d

R e s e a r c h Fu n d

Cash
Marketable securities, at cost (approximate
market value $35,000)

$

$

9,262
34,402

$

-

$

43,664

Fund balance
Beginning of year
Donations received
Interest income
Transfer from (to) current operating
fund (note 1)
End of year

See notes to financial statements

$

43,664

(43,664)
$
-

$

$

34,810
2,144
6,710
43,664

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ACCOUNTANTS

Statements of Revenues and Expenses and Changes
in Fund Balance - Current Operating Fund
Year Ended
June 30
1979

$3,986,553

$3,894,051

819,492

849,668

335,192
452,973

248,752
401,531

471,832
203,512
282,510
74,400
48,890
6,675,354

339,300
174,639
215,650
38,172
6.161,763

778,732
345,323
823,247

743,404
305,545
720,640

221,114
173,541
165,580

162,645
141,848
132,119

856,063
297,395
183,763
453,172

705,656
167,250
134,101
406,232

263,164
239,673

234,349
283,999

580,239
348,308
539,586
424,488
319,081
7,012,469

503,035
300,722
506,219
374,185
227,050
6,048,999

(337,115)
779,629

112,764
673,575
(6,710)
779,629

See notes to financial statements
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$

Excess (deficiency) of revenues over
Fund balance at beginning of year
Transfer to research fund (note 1)
Fund balance at end of year

expenses

Expenses
Chapter services
Payments to chapters
Other
Technical publications
Marketing
Membership and new chapter development
Public relations and promotion
Meeting arrangements
Technical services
Continuing Education Program
Research fund expenditures
Other
Administration
Finance
Accounting
Data processing
Administrative services
General office and office services
Occupancy costs (note 4)
Word processing and administrative support
Institute of Management Accounting
Annual and international conferences

442,514

$

-

-

-

Revenues
Membership dues
Continuing education program registration
fees and sales of materials
Annual and international conferences
registration fees
Advertising and sales of publications
Institute of Management Accounting registration
and examination fees
Interest and dividends on reserve fund investments
Interest on current operating fund investments
Research fund contributions applied
Miscellaneous

1980

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ACCOUNTANTS

Statements of Changes in Financial
Position - Current Operating Fund
Year Ended
June 30
1980
_ 1979

$ (337,115)

$ 112,764

59,982
(277,133)
314,939
120,091

116,644
229,408

26,991
38,741
33,399
985
258,013

50,447
-

43,853

25,270
2,415
351,393
236,232

227,273
30,740
32,157
62,897

$

102,076
117,723
7,474

$

Fu nd s pr ovid ed f ro m (u sed by)
Operations
Excess (deficiency) of revenues over expenses
Add items not requiring outlay of funds depreciation and amortization
Funds provided from (used by) operations
Decrease in marketable securities
Increase in accounts payable and accrued expenses
Increase in deferred revenues
Membership dues
Research contributions
Other
Increase in other liabilities
Total funds provided
Fund s a pplied
Increase in marketable securities
Purchases of furniture, equipment and
leasehold improvements
Increase in receivables
Increase in other assets
Transfer to research fund
Total funds applied
Net increase (decrease) in cash
Ca sh bal an ce, beg in ni n g of yea r
Cas h ba la nce, end o f year

56,369
105,911
19,376
6,710
424,598
(73,205)
105,362
32,157

See notes to financial statements

Notes to Financial St atem ents
June 30, 1980
N ote I - Sum mar y of s ign if ic ant acco unti ng p olic ie s
The acco mpanying financial statements do not include
the funds and acco unts o f chapters, regional councils,
and the Stuart Cameron McLeo d Society.
C ur r e n t ope r ating f und
Revenue recognition
Membership dues are reco rded as revenue during the
applicable membership period. The Associatio n's
monthly publicatio n, Management Accounting, is dis•
tributed to all members. However, no portion of members' annual dues is allocated to subscription revenues
in the accompanying financial statements. Registration
and examination f ees are recorded as revenue when
the related pro gram or examination takes place. A dvertising revenues are recorded as revenue when the
applicable publicatio ns are issued.

Furniture, equipment and leasehold improvements
Furniture, equipment and leasehold improvements are
recorded at cost. Leaseho ld improvements are amor.
tized o n the straight -line method over the term of the
lease or the estimated useful lives of the assets, whichever is the shorter period. Furniture and equipment are
depreciated on the straight -line method over their estimated useful lives.
Re s e r v e f und
The reserve f und was established for the purpose of
providing funds (a) as a reserve for unforeseen financial contingencies; and (b) to insure co ntinuous extension and development of activites for the best interests
of members. A t June 30, 1980, the amounts designated for such purpo ses were $2,547,401 and
$701,695, respectively. Membership registration fees
and gains and losses on disposition of securities of the
fund are recorded therein. Interest and dividends earned
on investments o f the fund are reco rded in the current
operating fund. Appropriatio ns may be made f rom the
fund upon affirmative vote o f the majority of the Board
of Directors.
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Memo rial Educatio n Fund
The Memorial Education Fund was established for the
purpo se of suppo rting and furthering the educational
goals of the Association. Donations for such purposes,
and interest earned on the f und's investments, are
recorded in the fund. The Board of Directors has appro ved a policy that once the fund reaches $100,000
the interest income may be expended. The assets of
the fund are administered by a committee whose
actions are subject to the approval of the Executive
Committee.
Research Fund
The research fund was established for the purpose of
providing funds for the expansion of the research activities of the Association. The Association's Committee on Research is responsible for the use of the funds.
Interest earned o n the fund's investments is reco rded
in the f und. During the year ended June 30, 1980 the
Executive Committee autho rized that f unds contributed fo r research be included in the current
operating fund. In connectio n therewith, the June 30,
1979 balance o f $43,664 in the research fund was
transferred to the current o perating f und. In additio n,
the Co mmittee authorized that expenditures f or
research will come first from the amount o f the annual
NAA budget for this purpose. Any excess expenditures
will be charged to co ntributed f unds and remaining
contributed f unds will be deferred and co mmitted to
future research expenditures. Funds contributed for
research with a specif ic dedicatio n or restriction to a
specific research subject or project will be considered restricted funds and accounted fo r as such.
The following is a summary of transactions affecting
deferred research co ntributions for the 1980 fiscal
year:
$

Balance June 30, 1979
Transfer from research fund
Donations received
Interest income

43,664
63.569
5,908
113,141
74,400

Research fund contributions applied
Balance June 30, 1980

5 38,741

Reclassif icatio n
Certain items in the 1979 financial statements have
been reclassified for comparative purposes.
Note 2 - Furniture, equipm ent and leaseho ld
Impro vements
As o f June 30, 1980 and 1979, furniture, equipment
and leasehold improvements consisted of the following:

Less accumulated depreciation
and amortization

5 771.379
162,961
934,340

to7o
$

town
Furniture and equipment
Leasehold improvements

684,717
147,547

plan

Note 4 - Lease co mm itme nts
The Association o ccupies off ice space under longterm lease agreements requiring minimum rental pay•
ments plus certain escalatio n charges. Rent expense,
net o f sublease rentals o f $44,985 and $42,788, was
$283,778 and $273,261 f or the years ended June 30,
1980 and 1979, respectively.
The aggregate minimum annual rentals under
significant lo ng-term o ffice leases (exclusive of addi•
tio nal rent fo r increases in certain operating costs of
the landlo rd) are summarized as fo llo ws:
Year ending
Lease
Sublease
June 30
Commitments
Rentals
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

$ 233,214
233,214
233.214
233,214
194.344

$ 14,070
-

HARRIS, KERR, FORSTER do COMPANY
CERTIRED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
420 LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK, N Y 10170
The B oard of Directors
National Associatio n o f A ccountants
We have examined the balance sheet of the
National Asso ciation of Acco untants at June
30, 1980, and the related statements of
revenues and expenses and changes in
fund balance - current operating fund and
of changes in financial positio n - current
operating f und f or the year then ended. Our
examinatio n was made in acco rdance with
generally accepted auditing standards and,
accordingly, included such tests of the
acco unting records and such other auditing
procedures as we considered necessary in
the circumstances. The financial statements
of the Natio nal A sso ciatio n of Accountants
for the year ended June 30, 1979 were examined by o ther auditors who se report,
dated August 17, 1979 expressed an unqualified opinion o n those statements.

832.264

689.547

629,565

$ 244.793

$202.699

No te 3 - P ension
The Association has a non - contributory pension plan
covering substantially all employees. As o f July 1,
1979, the date of the most recent actuarial valuatio n,
pension plan assets exceeded the actuarially computed value of vested benefits by approximately
$534,000. It is the Association's policy to fund pension
costs accrued. Total pension expense.was approx.
imately $193,000 and $167,000 fo r the years ended
June 30, 1980 and 1979, respectively. Unfunded prior
service liabilities, including an amount payable under
a deferred compensatio n agreement with a f ormer
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emplo yee to tal appro ximately $706,000. It is the
Asso ciation's policy to fund these amounts o ver
periods of up to 25 years. A ctuarial gains totalling approximately $72,000 are being amortized o ver a ten year period f rom July 1, 1976; the balance at June 30,
1980 amo unted to appro ximately $43,000.

In our o pinion, the 1980 financial statements
referred to above present f airly the financial
position of the National Asso ciation of
Accountants at June 30,1980, and the results
of its operations o f the current operating fund
and the changes in the f inancial positio n of
the current operating f und fo r the year then
ended, in conf ormity with generally accepted
accounting principles applied on a basis consistent with that o f the preceding year.

August 15, 1980

Report of the Executive Director

Publication of an Annual Report
only a few s hort w eek s after one
has joined the s taff repres ents a
uni que o ppo rt uni ty to re po rt on
one's view of the As s oc iation from
somewhat of a new pers pective —
tha t of a lon g- tim e NAA m em b er
seeing all of its activites close -up for
the firs t tim e. The vari ety and

sc ope of the NAA's services to its
mem bers and to the business
c om m unity at large is indeed
im pres s ive.
A s is c l e a r f r o m t h e m o r e d e tailed, func tional reports, the year
1979 -80 was an active one for the
Association. Membership increased
to a record high, important new
research projects were completed
and the res ults published, and our
responsive activities to the FASB,
SEC and other bodies accelerated.
In short, the activities of all the
educ ational and other functions of
your Ass oc iation reached a peak.
This is a tribute to the devotion, enthusiasm and dedication of its
thousands of active volunteers as
well as the headquarters staff.
The operating results of the
Association were severely
impacted by inflation pressures
during 1979 -80. A com bination of
rising cos ts and no increase in
membership dues during the
chapter year necessitated drawing
on the c urrent operating fund in

the amount of $337,000 for the
year. As a result, the Board authorized a ten dollar a year dues increase, effective July 1, 1980, the
first since 1976. Even though the
percent of increase is far lower than
the inflationary increase during the

tinue to be to enhance NAA's role
as the leading professional assocition in the fiel d of m anagem ent
accounting, by increasing both the
sphere and quality of our influence.
The 1980s can best be characterized as a period of "crisis, challenge
and change." For this reason, our
various constituencies —the ac-

counting profession, the business
community and the economy as a
whole —need the input of the NAA.
As we have done in the past, we expect to continue to respond to that
need in the future.
A second major objective will be
to increase the awareness of all of
the m em bers of the vast array of
valuable services, both professional
and personal, w h ich the NAA can
offer. The experienced, dedicated
NAA staff stands ready to assist
mem bers at all tim es. A reading of the d etailed rep orts on the
activit ies of m any o f NAA's functions gives a good indication of the
many areas of service available.

—
�F"�
I�, -—� -�--�-_e__�,ROBERT L. SHULTIS
Execu tive Dire ctor

sam e period, w e feel that a combination of the dues increase and
tig h t e r f in a n c ia l co n t r o ls w ill m in im ize the operati ng deficit in the
1980 -81 fis cal year.
As President Donachie has stated,
how ever, our first priority, w ill con-
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Education

Finance

C
k
AeA
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Continued from page 28
ect- related, nonlabor expenses, the project management system can perform a monthly profit/
loss analysis for each project in the office. Net
profit is reported for each project for the project to -date, year -to -date, and for the month. This information is then summarized by office, department, and project manager, providing company
management with up -to -date information on the
firm's financial health. This, in turn, can provide
early warnings on problems which may be developing.
A variety of reports accompany the monthly
profit /loss analysis. One such report is used for
cash planning. Through analysis of the percentage
of completion and the scheduled work completion
dates, the project management system forecasts
the timing and amounts of client billings. The
same system also forecasts the timing of receipts
based on each client's payment history. Other reports serve a variety of purposes, including evaluation of employee performance and valuation of
the firm's stock.
One very important feature of the project management system used by both the project manager
and by the comptroller was mentioned earlier.
The system has an information retrieval capability
which allows its users to perform rapid analyses to
satisfy specific, one -time needs. If, for example, a
project manager received a report showing that
production cost for a particular project was running higher than anticipated due to an improper
personnel mix, he might request a report showing
a listing of all personnel working on that project
and their degree of involvement. An individual in
the promotions department might request an analysis of contracted fees as a function of promotional time expended. The comptroller's office, while
preparing a new budget, might request average
printing expenses for the design of an office tower
per square foot of floor space. While none of these
analyses were specifically planned for in the design of the project management system, each one
could be handled without the need for any
computer programming through the use of the
information retrieval capability. This feature has
proven to be one of the most heavily used, cost -effective aspects of the project management system.
The Importance of Project Control
Many decisions are based on the information
provided by the project management system, information which is only as current and correct as
the data on which that information is based. Because the volume of data is so heavy, the question
of controls is a complex one. There are some basic
rules, however, which govern the circumstances
under which data is accepted into and retained by
the system.
The milestone dates which define project schedMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1980

ules, for example, are a critical class of data with
significant effects on several different functions of
the system, from manpower scheduling to cash
planning. Before a date can enter the system, it is
checked for errors of transcription, as well as for
reasonability. Once in the system, the date is continually checked for reasonability with respect to
the remaining workload and the current calendar
date. Once the project management system determines a schedule date is probably no longer valid,
an automatic memorandum is generated to the
project manager requesting immediate review of
the schedule. Such warnings can occur up to one
month in advance of the schedule date itself.
Like schedule dates, the project manager's estimate of anticipated hours remaining to complete
is vital to the proper functioning of the system.

,W
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The best results are achieved when project managers regularly maintain this important data. When
such estimates are not forthcoming, however, the
system steps in and performs its own estimates,
based on the amount of labor charged to the activities in question since the last time the project
manager estimated the work remaining for those
activities. To prompt the project manager to
maintain timely estimates, a date appears on his
principal project report, showing the last time he
evaluated the project's position.
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Finally, and perhaps most important, the labor
information recorded on employee timecards is
checked for correct information. Control checks
verify that the proper number of hours per week
have been charged. Project numbers and activities
are checked for validity. The schedule dates for
the activity in which time is charged are checked
to insure that work on the activity was proceeding
on the day on which time was recorded. Any time
charges failing any of these checks are held in
abeyance, and a memorandum is automatically issued to the employee in question describing the
error and requesting that it be corrected. Reports
on uncorrected or rejected time are generated every two weeks so that the comptroller's office can
take steps to follow up on the correction of such
time.
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The types of controls described above are general controls intended to operate on important,
high volume data. Each specific piece of information, either quantitative or descriptive, which enters the system must also pass validity checks to
insure its accuracy. The goal of the controls is a
system which is current and accurate.
One key to the success of the project management system is the interaction of the project manager and comptroller. Of course, the use of such a
system is no guarantee for project success. By providing management with current, accurate information, however, it supports our company's goal
of profitably producing architecture of the highest
quality. That's not a bad way for any architectural /engineering firm to plan and manage its
work.
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Are you a (banker for your customers? With high interest rates many of your customers would rather use
your money interest free than borrow. It's unfair but true and it's difficult for you to control.
We have the answer.
Third party intervention is the answer. You can call, write, send sales people, and still wind up being paid
when your delinquent determines it's your turn. However, we can prove that a third parry contact to your
delinquent gets immediate response and payment. A third party contact indicates you're serious and your
delinquent realizes he can't stall any longer. But, third party contact by an agency or attorney can cost 2 5 %
to
50% of the balance ... it isn't affordable. That's true with most, but not Parson- Bishop!
No percen t age fees . You can receive the

benefits of third party intervention and have a
guarantee that no collection will ever cost you

p , . , , tilt out and mail for additional Infomutlon.

m o re t h a n s 60 , re g ar d les s o f th e b a lan ce . Fo r

example, a $2,000 balance would cost you
$5oo to s1,000 with a traditional agency ... with
Parson- Bishop $58.33! Why pay the
difference?
Are we credible? Parson - Bishop has
representatives covering most of the country,

including over 50 major cities. W e serve
thous ands of clients, whic h inc lude Fortune
50 0 co r p o ra tio n s , va r io u s m a n u fa ct u re rs ,
wholesalers, distributors, servic e organizations,
bank s, hos pitals and a wide variety of other

clients. They will verify the dramatic cost
savings, effectiveness, and professionalism of
our service. Many of these clients have
reduced their delinquent receivables by as
m u c h a s 7 5% .
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Designing aProfit- Sharing Plan
for a Service Company
Just how much is a "fair share" of profits
for new managers —and for the old ones?

By Earl K. Littrell
A classic management problem is that of the
small, rapid growth company that outpaces the
talents of its original owner and developer. Tight
cash usually is part ofthis syndrome, if only relative to the attractive investment opportunities
generated by the company's growth. All too frequently, the result is stunted growth or the demise
ofthe firm. To avoid this fate, the company usually must supplement the management talents of the
original owner and compensate new people with
"a piece of the action."
A description of how a profit- sharing plan was
designed for a company faced with this problem
may help others in similar circumstances.
Educasette Turns to Profit Sharing for Help
The business ofthe Educasette Company (a fictitious name) is developing programs of study and
marketing these programs through company owned and franchised schools. Each program or
course consists of a cassette tape and a coordinated workbook which students study individually at
their own convenience. The quality ofstudent performance is assured both by the examinations and
a policy of monitoring student use of materials.
Currently, Educasette's programs are limited to
professional areas such as accounting, insurance,
and real estate. However, this program format is
readily adaptable to other professional areas and
0025- 1690/80/6204- 3655 /$01.00 /0

to consumer and general interest topics. Existing
programs are marketed by a dozen schools located
in the Northwest. The company's rapid growth,
therefore, comes from two sources: new program
topics and expanding geographical coverage.
Educasette's cost structure is one of high fixed
costs and low variable costs. Developing a new
program or opeining a new school involve front ended fixed costs. Adding another student to an
existing school or program adds very little additional cost. Typical of companies ofthis type, it is
short ofcash in this early growth stage and making a profit of only 6% on 1979 revenues which
were slightly above $1 million. On the other hand,
of course, even slight volume increases can send
profits zooming.
The original owner's strengths are in the areas
of program development and, to a lesser extent,
marketing. By late 1979, it became apparent that
Educasette's growth had spread its resources too
thin. Accordingly, a consulting team was brought
in. After intensive study and a strategic planning
exercise, the team recommended that the firm acquire additional management people and that they
be compensated partially through a profit - sharing
plan. However, in addition to attracting additional management talent, the plan also would enable
the company to reward certain key employees already there. These employees have been crucial to
the corporation's early success, and their profit
share represents compensation for past performCopyright ®1980 by the National Association of Accountants
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ance as well as an incentive for future efforts.
This mix of objectives made it necessary to devise different bases for computing profit shares.
For the existing key employees, the approach is to
tie their profit shares to the overall profits of the
firm. The rationale here is that both current and
future profits are a function of these people's performance and therefore suitable as a profit- sharing
base for them.
For the newly -hired managers, the strategy is to
base their profit shares on growth measures above
base year or 1979 figures. This group is further
divided according to the management responsibilities of its members. Those with general management responsibilities earn profit shares based on
growth in company -wide profits. On the other
hand, plans for managers with responsibilities in
specific areas are linked to success in that area.
For example, a manager who is responsible for
two individual schools and for increasing the company's penetration in a particular state should
have his profit share based on the growth in the
Table 1
A Step -by -Step Guide for Designing a Profit - Sharing Plan
In light of the company's objectives, determine the objectives of the
profit- sharing plan.
Prepare forecasts of the performance measures on which profit
sharing is to be based, including:
• net profits on some individual branches,
• revenues of a regional group of branches
• firm -wide net profits in total,
• growth in firm -wide net profits above base -year level.
Compute individual profit shares by year over the forecast period.
Determine the time and form —cash payment or stock —of profit share
division.
Assess the impact of profit share and their distribution on the
company's cash flows and earnings.
r

Compute the relative ownership position of each participant by year
for forecast period including the book value of each position.
Explain the plan to each participant, including the nature of underlying
forecasts, basis for computing profit share, and forecast of cash and
stock distributions.
Implement the plan, including formal documentation.

Table 2
Simple Format for Explaining Profit Sharing Plan
1979 1980 1981 1982 1983

Fiscal year (1979 = base year)
Forecast of performance variable on which
profit share is based
Forecast of profit share for
this participant
Estimated % ownership of firm at year -end
Estimated book value of ownership interest
Estimated cash distribution from profit share
Participant's Name
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profits of the two schools and in state -wide revenues.
Obviously, the general thrust of the plan is to
encourage continuing rapid growth in volume and
profits. If properly designed, the plan will achieve
this and directly benefit the company owner as
well as the plan participants. Setting these objectives is the first step in designing a profit- sharing
plan (see Table 1).
Making the Best of Shaky Performance Forecasts
In our example of the manager responsible for
two schools and penetration in one state, three
performance measures must be forecast in order
to estimate profit shares: profit levels for two designated schools; growth in revenues for a specified
state; and company -wide profits, both in total and
above the base year. Forecasting these variables
would have been much easier if Educasette could
have waited another seven years in order to have a
10 -year data base. Unfortunately, only two or
three years of data on highly variable paths were
available. For example, the two schools mentioned had been break -even operations at best prior to hiring their new manager. How could their
profits over the next four years be forecast?
What management did was to make some bold
guesses about how much dollar volume could be
increased from better marketing and from newly
developed programs. These estimates were processed through the company's high- fixed - low -variable cost structure to arrive at forecast profit figures.
Estimating the growth in revenues for a specific
state was just as difficult and imprecise. Using a
rough population - per - school ratio, potential
schools and their locations in the state were determined. The company then made a ballpark estimate about how rapidly schools could be developed and brought on -line. This calculation was
then converted into a revenue figure by looking at
the revenue experience of other newly developed
schools.
Company -wide profits and their growth over
the base year depend on these forecasts as well as
similar forecasts for the other company schools
and activities. Regrettably, these forecasts are
shaky at best —even for just the next two years.
Because these forecasts were uncertain and
there was a clear possibility of explosive growth,
only a short -run, four -year profit- sharing plan was
proposed. But that was not the only reason for
deciding on a short -term plan. A few years down
the road, not only would the forecasts be better,
but different profit- sharing arrangements might be
needed. These facts convinced the company to
sacrifice the significant tax benefits available with
a long -term plan and opt for a short -term one.
Forecasting performance is not the only knotty
problem in designing a profit- sharing plan. What
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1980
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is a fair share of the profits for newly recruited
managers? An d what is a fair and reaso n ab le level
of compensatio n fo r t h e o u tsta n d in g eff o rts an d
the risks associated with a developing company
that were carried by the old managers? Only the
combined jud gmen ts o f th e origin al o wner and th e
other plan p articip an ts in go o d faith n ego tiatio n s
can answer th ese q u estio n s. In th e c as e a t h an d ,
the process led to "fair sh ares" ran gin g fro m 10%

of company -wide profits to 50% of profit growth.
In the beginning, I stated that tight cash was
one of Educasette's problems. To avoid making
this cash problem worse, it was necessary to distribute a large portion of the profit shares in the
form of comp any stock. This d evelo pm ent raises a
question abo ut a fair o r eq u itable cash -to -stock
conversion ratio . Co nceptu ally, th e m o st desirable
ap pr oa ch w o u ld b e to u s e th e fa ir m ar ke t va lu e
per share, b u t in th is case th ere was n o m arket at
all in the st o ck, le t a lo n e a n ac tiv e m ark et. Fu rther, es tim a tin g f air m a rk et v alu e g iv es a r an ge
which varies b y at least a facto r of three. Th e so lu -

tion was to take the book value per share at the
end of each year, because it was available and because it captured, to some extent, the increasing
value of the firm that was forecast. In short, this
solution has th e sam e b a sis as th e d eterm in atio n
of "fair shares" d iscussed earlier.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1980
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In designing a profit- sharing plan, it is im por-

tant to make sure that the plan does not forecast a
distribution of too much of the company's cash or
too much of its earnings. But what is "too much ?"
In the case of cash, earlier rough forecasts of the
company's growth pattern were made. These projections were then the basis for crude estimates of
the cash generated by operations and the cash req u ired to suppor t the growth pat tern. The excess
of the form er (plus new financing, if any) over the
latter is an indication of the ceiling on cash distribu tions via the profit- sharing plan. In the case of
earnings, the guideline was that earnings net of all
profit - sharing distributions were to show basically
th e sa m e gro wth pa ttern that w as for ecast in the
beginning for the firm .
Getting the Green Light
Each participant in th e plan is like ly to h ave
two m ain questions: "How is m y perform ance goin g to be m easur ed ?" and " What do I get o ut of
th e plan ?" To answer these questions, a schedule
sim ilar to Table 2 was prepared for each plan par-

ticipant. The information required for these
schedules has already been discussed, except for
the data on ownership. To get the ownership
data — percent ownership of the company and the
Continued on page 56
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Pictures That Lie: the Abuse of
Graphs in Annual Reports
Are major companies using graphs to deceive stockholders?

By Johnny R. Johnson, Robert R. Rice, and
Roger A. Roemmich.
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Many companies today are making extensive use
of graphs in annual reports to present financial
information to stockholders. A substantial number of these graphs are misleading or potentially
misleading, according to the results of a recent
study we conducted.
The independent auditor has the responsibility
to review other information in annual reports, but
the presence of misleading graphs indicate that
many auditors either do not carefully review
graphical information, or do not thoroughly understand the guidelines for properly constructing
graphs based on financial data.
Graphs Speak a Universal Language
Graphical analysis, when properly employed in
annual reports, presents trends and summary information in a manner that demands attention

Robert R. Rice is a staff
accountant in the
Atlanta office of Ernst
& Whinney. A member
of Atlanta North
Chapter, he has a
master's degree from
the University of
Georgia.

Last July Management Accounting published an
article on the benefits and use of graphic presentations This month we highlight the abuses that
graphs are subject to--and how they can be recognized and avoided.
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and is easy to absorb and remember. In his article,
"Financial Communication with Graphics, "'
Carleton P. Sias notes that graphs also are easily
understood by both financial and nonfinancial
people. They speak a universal visual language.
The use of graphical analysis in annual reports
has become quite widespread. One reason for this
popularity is that graphs can be employed to liven
up a report that may otherwise be dull and visually unappealing to the reader. In recent years some
companies have invested substantial sums of money in efforts to make their annual reports as flashy
and eye- catching as possible. These endeavors
were begun when companies realized that the design and overall visual impact of their annual reports could have a major effect on their corporate
images with the public. Elinor Salame goes so far
as to claim that "the annual report probably does
more to create corporate identity than any other
single public relations vehicle."'
Thus, graphs can serve a two -fold function
when employed in annual reports. They can present comparative data in a manner that is easier to
grasp than information in tabular form and they
can serve as a medium for the expression of modern graphic design effects intended to impress the
reader.
Copyright ©1980 by the National Association of Accountants

Unfortunately, some companies tend to overemphasize the latter funtion. This can result in
graphs that are misleading to the users of the annual report. In addition, some companies may
present misleading graphs because they simply are
not aware of the guidelines for proper presentation of graphical data.
Of course, whether the average user of an annual report might be misled by certain graphs depends upon his level of sophistication. The Financial Accounting Standards Board in its recently
issued Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts No. 1, specifies that financial reporting
"should be comprehensible to those (users) who
have a reasonable understanding of business and

economic activities and are willing to study the
information with reasonable diligence."
The auditor's responsibility for detecting misleading graphs is described in the Statement on
Accounting Standards No. 8, "Other Information
in Documents Containing Audited Financial
Statements," released by The American Institute
of CPAs. This SAS requires that the auditor read
the other information presented in annual reports
and "consider whether such information, or the
manger of its presentation, is materially inconsistent with information . . . appearing in financial
statements." If the auditor finds such an inconsistency, he must determine whether a revision of the
financial statements, his report, or the other

Figure 1
Effect of not Extending the Vertical Axis to Zero
a. G rap h as p re s e nte d in annua l re p o rt
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Figure 2
Effect o f a Brok en Verti c al Axis
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tained a total of 423 graphs which were studied in
detail.
Of the 50 annual reports exam ined, 21 or

Figure 3
Improper Use of Multiple Scales in the Same Graph
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in fo rm atio n is n ecessary . Th erefore, if a graph is
presented in a misleading fashion, the auditor
sh ou ld requ est the clien t to revise the graph. If the
clien t r efu ses t o d o so , th e au ditor m ay need to
m o d ify h is rep o rt o r take o th er action depending
on th e circu m stan ces in vo lved .
Becau se of th e im po rtan ce of graphical analysis
in an n u al rep o rts, we co n d u cted a study to determin e ju st h o w large a p ercen tage of the graphs in
an n ual rep o rt s are mislead in g. Our s am p le co nsisted o f 50 an n u al rep o rts taken at random from
th e Fo rtu n e 500 list o f co m p a nies. Thes e reports
were fo r th e y ears 1977 an d 1978, and they con52

at

le a s t

one

of the 423 examined graphs or 29.5 % — almost a
third —were constructed incorrectly.
Perhaps these companies were unaware of the
basic guidelines for constructing graphs. The most
fundamental of these is that the numerical data
presented should coincide with the figures given in
the company's financial statements. If these two
sets of data are not consistent, the standard of fair
presentation clearly has been violated. Fortunately, our examination of a subsample of 60 of the
423 graphs did not reveal any case where the data
in the graphs was not consistent with the data in
the related financial statements. This standard
seems to be met extremely well in practice.
Basic Guidelines Violated

Figure 4
Proper Way to Make Multiple Comparison on Same Graph

1975

ha l f - c o nt a i ne d

gr a p h t ha t wa s c o n s t r u c t e d i nc o r r e c t l y . A l s o , 125

However, our study did find violations of every
other basic guideline we consider important. For
example, several important principles concern the
scale to be employed on the dependent axis of the
graph —that is, the axis which represents the values of the dependent variable. The first of these is
that the scale on the dependent axis should begin
with zero as the origin or baseline and should extend from zero without interruption. Figures 1
and 2 illustrate the misleading nature of graphs
that violate this principle.'
In Figure la, the scale of the vertical axis of the
graph is cut off before reaching zero, while the
graph in Figure lb presents the same data with
the vertical axis correctly extended to zero. Note
that the graph on the left vastly overemphasizes
the upward trend in the data.
The same phenomenon is displayed by the two
graphs in Figure 2. This time, however, the vertical scale of the graph in the left does begin at zero
but is broken by a double line before it extends out
to the range of the data plotted. The correctly
drawn version of the graph clearly demonstrates
the overemphasis of the trend that this causes .4
Of the 125 graphs which were improperly constructed, 12 or 9.6% contained errors of the above
type. In six graphs the dependent axis was not
extended to zero, and six of the graphs had a broken vertical scale.
Another principle is that the dependent axis
should employ one single scale, as opposed to
multiple scales. Multiple scales are sometimes employed to compare relative trends in two different
series of data on the same graph. But when two
different scales are used, the absolute amounts of
change in the two series are not generally comparable, and this may prove misleading to the reader. A graph which violates this single -scale principle is shown in Figure 3. Here, the large relative
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1980
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fluctuations in earnings, versus those of total assets, may mislead the reader into believing that
absolute amounts of change are greater for earnings as well. For example, between 1973 and 1974,
it would appear that earnings have increased more
than have total assets. But a closer look reveals
that, in terms of absolute dollar amounts, net income has increased by only $30 million (from 50
to 80) while total assets have increased by $50
million (from 550 to 600). This example reveals
the potential for abuse when two or more scales
are employed on the same graph.
Of course, there is nothing wrong with comparing two different types of information on the same
graph, such as the one in Figure 4, as long as only
one scale is used. As this graph illustrates, comparisons between divisions, products, and so forth
are fine so long as the units compared are consistent and a single scale is employed.
Of the 125 graphs which were incorrectly constructed, 14, or 11.2 %, presented multiple scales
on the same graph in a man ner which may be
misleading. These 14 graphs were similar to the
graph in Figure 3.
Another basic guideline for the construction of
graphs is that the dependent axis should employ a
simple arithmetic scale. When a graph employs an
arithmetic scale, equal distances from the zero
baseline represent equal magnitudes, enabling
easy interpretation by the reader. While the use of
a nonarithmetic scale such as a logarithmic scale,
ratio scale, or index scale may be valid under certain circumstances, these types of scales generally
require the reader to have a fairly sophisticated
understanding of mathematics in order to properly interpret them. As we noted earlier, financial
information should be geared to the level of the
user who has only "a reasonable understanding of
business." Therefore, it seems clear that nonarithmetic scales are out of place in a company's annual report.
The potential problem with the interpretation
of nonarithmetic scales is illustrated by the graphs
in Figures 5a and 5b. The graph in Figure 5a employs a log scale. On a log scale, ordinary numbers
are plotted —as opposed to ratios or indices —but
the vertical distances between equal numbers of
units decreases as the distance from the zero baseline increases. As we can see from a comparison of
the two graphs in Figures 5a and 5b, the result is
that the most recent upward trend in a series of
data is de- emphasized by log scales.5 For example,
the change in net sales between 76 and 77 on
graph 5a is only 5 /9ths of the change on graph 5b
for the same period.
Another problem with the graph in Figure 5a is
that the vertical scale is cut off and not extended
to zero. As noted earlier, this tends to overemphasize the trend in the data presented. Therefore, it
is ironic that this company made two somewhat
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/OCTOBER 1980

Figure 5
Effect of Non- arithmetic Scales
a. Graph as presented in annual report
(log scale)
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Figure 6
Special Graphic Effects Obscure Zero Base Line
Growth since 1970
Earnings per share On dollar s)
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offsetting errors in construct ing the gr aph. A log
scale was used which reduced the most recent
trend, b ut becau se the s cale was not ext ended to
zero, the total trend was overem phasized. Th e
graph is corr ectly drawn with an arit hm etic scale
extended to zero in Figure 5c.
Of the 125 graphs in th is study which were incorrectly constructed, 18, or 14 . 4 % , we r e j u dge d
t o b e p o t e n t i a l l y mi s l e a d i ng b e c a u s e a no n a r i t h-
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c ha r t s . B u t mo d e r n g r a p hi c e f f e c t s s h o u l d n o t b e
s o o v e r e mp l o y e d t ha t t he y ma k e t he d a t a d i f f i c u l t
t o i nt e r p r e t . In s o me c a s e s , e v e n t ho u gh a l l o f t he
ot he r b a s i c gui d e l i ne s o f c ons tr u c t i on a r e s a t i s f i e d ,
t he s e e f f e c t s a l o ne c a n c a u s e a mb i gu o u s i nt e r p r e -

$255

ta ti o ns .
Fi gu r e 6 d i s p l a y s t wo gra p hs f o r whi c h t he z e r o
b a s e l i ne s a r e no t p hy s i c a l l y d r a wn. T he l o c a t i o n
of e a c h ba s e li ne i s unc l e a r du e to t he na t u r e o f t he
s p e c i a l gr a p hic e ff e c t s e mp lo y e d . T hu s , the r e i s no
wa y t o ga u ge t he r e l a t i v e f l u c t u a t i o ns i n t he d a t a

accurately.
Figure 7 illustrates another problem with
graphic effects. Note that even though the zero
baseline is correctly drawn and labeled on this
graph, the length of the portions of the bars below
the zero line increa ses for th e m ost rec ent years.
As a result, this graph m agnifies the visual effect
of the growth trend.
Figure 8 pre sents yet a nother exam ple of m isleading graphics. In this figure the width of t he
line d rawn o n the graph preven ts an accura te interpretation of the data as presented. For any given year, the level of working capital could be represented by any point within this wide strip . The
tabular data presented elsewhere on the page containing t his grap h, in dica ted that the top edge of
the strip reflected the actual trend of the data.
But it is clear that this type of graph could easily be drawn so as to mislead the reader. Of the 125
graphs judged to be incorrectly constructed, 86, or
fu l l y 6 8 . 8 %, we r e gu i l ty o f t hi s pa r t i c ul a r t yp e o f
a b us e . In t he s e 86, t h e mo s t c o m m o n e r r o r wa s
t he o b s c u r i ng of t he z e r o ba s e . T h a t is, the s e
gr a p h s we r e s i mi l a r t o t he gr a p hs i n F i gu r e 6 .
A M o d e l f o r Graph Construction

Figures 9 and 10 illustrate graphs that are properly constructed in accordance with all of the preceding guidelines. As can be seen from Figure 9, if
the vertical axis is clearly labeled with a single
arithm etic scale, then the reader can easily determine the m agnitude of the quantities presented —
even though each year's numerical level is not spe54
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Figure 8
Line Graph: Potentially Misleading Because of Graphics
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cifically labeled. Figure 10, however, reveals that
labeling of the vertical axis is not necessarily a
prerequisite for fair and accurate presentation. If
the bar columns or data points are labeled numerically, and if the graph is correctly drawn to an
arithmetic scale, the reader obtains the same clear
information as a labeled arithmetic axis would
provide. The only drawback to this method is that
it is not always immediately obvious whether the
graph is indeed accurately drawn using an arithmetic scale. For example, to determine that this
particular graph is drawn properly, the length of
the bars must be visually estimated, or measured,
and then compared.
In this study we discovered 125 graphs which
were misleading or potentially misleading, representing 29.5% or almost a third of the total number of graphs examined. Were companies presenting these graphs intentionally trying to mislead
the users of their reports?
While the majority of the misleading graphs
examined overemphasized recent trends, it is
possible that this effect was unintentional. The
companies simply may not have been aware of the
guidelines for the clear presentation of graphic data.
An example which supports this possibility is
provided by one company which used a graphic
design technique similar to that of Figure 7
throughout its annual report. While its effect was
to emphasize recent upward trends in graphs on
right -side pages of the report, the opposite effect —
shorter bars below the baseline in recent years —
was used on left -side pages, thereby de- emphasizing recent graphic trends. The graphs seemed to
be randomly assigned to left and right -hand pages,
thus indicating that the company did not intend to
mislead anyone.
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Figure 9
Properly Constructed Graph (Vertical Axis Labeled)
Net income lin millions)

Mischief Afoot?
However, other examples indicate the possibility that some companies might indeed have been
trying to mislead the reader. For example, in one
case two graphs appear side by side on the same
page of a report. The graph on the left is drawn
correctly while the other graph cuts off the zero
line and overemphasizes the favorable recent
trend. What motivation, other than to mislead,
could management have had to draw one graph
correctly and the other similar one in a misleading
manner?
This tendency to present misleading graphs in
the same report —or even on the same page as
correctly drawn graphs —was noted frequently
throughout our analysis. In fact, all but three of
the 21 annual reports which contained at least one
misleading or potentially misleading graph also
contained correctly constructed graphs. This statistic indicates that management may indeed have
had ulterior motives in presenting the poorly constructed graphs.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1980
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Of course, if management wants to manipulate
graphic data to emphasize favorable trends, it can
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ent only a two -year graphic comparison of the
data. It is difficult to assess the extent of such
practices in the annual reports that we examined
because the companies rarely presented tabular
data for historical periods longer than five years.
Most graphs examined were also five -year summaries. Only 18 graphs were found to present less
data than was presented in tabular form, and only
one of these showed any down - trend in the earlier
years not presented graphically.
Auditor Must Be Knowledgeable of Guidelines

of

of

of

, Carleton P. Sias. "Financial Communication with Graphics," MANACFMENT Ac.
COLNT.4NT, April 1970.
2Elinor Salame. "The Annual Report and Corporate Identity." Public Relations
Journal, September 1975.
Unless otherwise indicated, all of the graphs used to illustrate this article are
actual graphs appearing in the annual reports examined. The
adapted versions
data presented by these graphs have been transformed and the labels
axes
changed to ensure the anonymity individual companies. The proportional scaling
each dependent axis was not changed, however.
4 O couse, any downward trends are overemphasized as well by this means
construction.
" Log scales also de- emphasize the most recent downward trends.
of

of

frequently do so by simply adjusting the number
of years of data it chooses to display on the graph.
For example, if the current year has shown a decline in net income, but the overall five -year trend
is good, management will be likely to present a
five -year summary graph of the data. Conversely,
if the long -term trend of net income has been
poor, but the current year has shown a slight increase, management will probably choose to pres-

No matter what management's motivation for
presenting misleading graphs in its annual report,
the independent auditor must be aware of the basic guidelines for proper construction and presentation of graphic information. Unfortunately, the
use of misleading or potentially misleading graphs
appears to be widespread. If the auditor is familiar
with the potential abuses of construction standards, he will be in a much better position to detect graphs which would be misleading to the average user of financial information.
❑

DESIGNING A PROFIT SHARING PLAN FOR A SERVICE COMPANY
Continued from page 49
book❑value❑of❑ownership❑interest❑—at❑the❑end❑of
each year, take each participant's profit share not
distributed in cash as his purchase of stock from
the firm, with the purchase made at the end -ofyear book value per share.
Using Table 2, we can judge the fairness and
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reasonableness of the profit- sharing plan. In particular, the owner of a company can see that while
his estimated percentage ownership of the company declines, the total book value of his remaining
interest increases rapidly; therefore, the fair market value of this interest increases as well. More
than anything else, this explanation is likely to
motivate the owner to approve the plan.
❑
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Controlling Your Cash
Resources
Most traditional cash flow analyses are deficient because they are
founded on balances at particular points in time.
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One of the most critical situations American businesses face today is maintaining liquidity. Over
the past 25 years there has been a significant decline in the liquidity of firms, reflected in both
short -term and long -term financial measures.' Enterprises that avoid financial distress are able to
maintain flexibility in both their resource flows
and payments to creditors and owners. Even a
company operating at a profit, however, can be
close to insolvency because of cash flow problems.
Management, creditors and investors must have
data regarding the cash flow of a company to
make intelligent judgments about its short -term
liquidity.
Management must allocate and control the total resources available to the company throughout
the year. Unfortunately, traditional cash flow
analyses are founded on static concepts using end of- period balances which may have little relationship to the total resources available to the firm
during the period with which management is concerned. We have developed and show here a procedure for analyzing the flow of resources through
the operating cycle over time and forecasting the
total resources available for future periods.

counting reports is to provide information useful
in economic decision making, increasing emphasis
has been placed on disclosure of solvency, especially in the form of cash flows derived from operations. One of the main reasons for presenting
cash flows is that many firms are dissatisfied with
the current income measurement model as a measure of economic performance. Another reason
for highlighting cash flow data is to show the liquid or near - liquid resources generated from operations which may be available for management to
use in new investment opportunities, in maintaining productive capacity, and in distributions to
shareholders. Accounting net earnings are relevant only if they can predict some underlying real
object, possibly distributable operating flows.2
The development of cash flow accounting, however, has been proposed as a relevant, useful
framework for financial and managerial
accounting.' In its 1973 report, the AICPA's
Study Group on the Objectives of Financial Statements emphasized the need to report information
on the cash consequences of decisions made by the
firm.' According to the group's recommendations,
two objectives of financial statements adopted by
the Financial Accounting Standards Board are:

This manuscript won The Lybrand Silver Medal
for 1979 -80.
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and creditors and other users in assessing
the amounts, timing, and uncertainty of prospective cash receipts from dividends or interest and the proceeds from the sale, redemption, or maturity of securities or loans.
Since investors' and creditors' cash flows are
related to enterprise cash flows, financial reporting should provide information to help
investors, creditors, and others assess the
amounts, timing, and uncertainty of prospective net cash inflows to the related enterprise. Financial reporting should provide
information about the economic resources of
an enterprise, the claims to those resources
(obligations of the enterprise to transfer resources to other entities and owners' equity), and the effects of transactions, events,
and circumstances that change its resources
and claims to those resources.5
In its ongoing conceptual framework project,
the Financial Accounting Standards Board is reexamining some fundamental concepts in accounting such as the measurement of earnings.s
The Board has rejected, however, the possible use
of statements of cash receipts and payments in its
exposure draft on reporting objectives and financial statement elements.' It concluded that this
type of statement does not adequately indicate the
success of an enterprise's performance and that
net earnings measured by accrual accounting provides a better measure. The reported results of operations under accrual accounting do not provide
any reasonable indication of a firm's ability to
generate the cash needed to meet its immediate
liquidity needs, debt payment schedules, planned
asset purchases, or plans for expansion. Because
assessment of cash flows is critical to investment
and credit decisions based on expectations of enterprise solvency, financial statement users may
find supplemental disclosure of historical cash
flow data in tabular or matrix form useful in predicting future cash flows.
Managing Cash Flow
Cash forecasting has become a vital tool for
management because the tight money market has
forced increasing emphasis on internally generated sources of funds. Cash flow forecasting focuses
attention on future operations and gives management information for planning payments to creditors and shareholders, making temporary investments of excess cash, detecting cash shortages
promptly, planning for expansion and asset acquisition, compensating for seasonal variations, and
controlling operations. Cash shortages can have
many adverse effects on businesses, such as
impaired credit ratings, strained relations with
suppliers and bankers, losses of invoice discounts,
employee discontent, and possible failure of the
enterprise.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1980

Cash flow forecasts used for managerial purposes can cover a short time period for specific planning or control, an annual accounting period or
operating cycle, or a longer period of time. Forecasts for different time spans have different uses
and origins. For example, the long -range cash
projection may cover periods ranging from three
to five years and is useful in planning business
growth, investments in projects, and introduction
of new products because it involves only significant changes in the firm's cash position. Various
capital budgeting and cost - volume -profit analysis
techniques are used in developing a long -range
cash strategy. The medium -range forecast usually
covers one accounting period and is related to the
overall yearly budgeting procedures for the business. Improved cash utilization within this time
frame is obtained through control of accounts
payable policies, improving inventory turnover,
and a review of credit, billing and collection procedures. The short-range forecast reflects the
availability of cash for current operations and indicates any need for short -term financing. This
type of projection is developed through estimates
of cash inflows from collections of receivables and
outflows for payment of invoices and other current liabilities. This kind of forecast may cover a
period of up to six weeks and generally is based on
records of current transactions of the business.
Techniques used to improve the short-term cash
flow include lock box systems for speeding up collections, using "float," reducing compensating
balances in bank accounts as much as possible,
taking cash discounts, and making short -term investments.
Many firms use formal cash projections.s Smaller firms have the least- developed cash management systems while the larger companies tend to
have more sophisticated, well - developed systems.
Both large and small firms appear to be improving
their cash management programs, especially
through increased use of computers. The larger
firms tend to make more projections and studies
of receivables collection patterns, typically using
an average collection period approach. Smaller
firms make fewer studies and tend to base short run cash forecasts on experience with large orders,
the method of billing, or the previous experience
of the credit manager. Managing cash involves
many different types of information input, and the
strategies to be used may vary depending on the
length of the particular forecast involved, the
firm's policies and objectives, and the size of the
firm. Effective cash management also involves employing proper forecasting techniques so the firm
can maintain an adequate cash position.
Different forecasting techniques must be used
for long -range and short -range forecasts. Management frequently uses the capital budgeting models
available for long -range forecasting. The large ex-
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penditures involved and the pervasive nature of
the financial commitment ofthe firm justify careful planning for the long -range cash position.
Planning for short -range cash flows, however, frequently is not as formal or sophisticated as that
for long -range forecasts, especially in smaller
firms. Projections of the behavior ofcash during
the operating cycle or a shorter period traditionally are based on such calculations as number of
days' sales in inventory and number of days' sales
in accounts receivable. These concepts basically
are inadequate because the computations are
based on balances of inventory and accounts receivable at given points in time. The actual flows
ofcash and resources, however, are dynamic rather than static, so the traditional end -of -period
measures can best yield only rough approximations of cash flows.

Cash Flows During an Operating Cycle

Monitoring the Cash Flow

transition

state

The flows of cash and other resources involve
probabilistic movement from one state (account)
to another. Matrix algebra and Markov chains involve movements from one state to another
(transactions) based on probabilities and, therefore, should provide useful information for planning and controlling resource flows. A Markov
process is a mathematical model that can be used
in the study of complex systems. The basic concepts of the Markov process are those of a
(an account such as accounts receivable or inven(a transaction such as a
tory) and a
debit to accounts receivable or credit to
inventory). When resources flow from one state to
another, the system is in transition. A set of

probabilities may be specified where resources
now in certain states will occupy other states after
this transition. The Markov process makes it
easier to determine the long -run probabilities of
resources being in each state after several months
or years. Furthermore, ranges for these probability estimates can be obtained easily.
For illustration, assume a simplified operating
cycle with cash flowing only into inventory and
with the inventory in turn being converted into
cash and receivables that ultimately become cash.
This cycle is depicted in the drawing above.
Because management is concerned primarily
with the cash and inventory available and the
amount of receivables throughout the period,
"states" are defined as the amounts available,
comprised of the beginning balances plus any additions. This concept is more useful than ending
balances or average balances which form the basis
for traditional funds flow analyses. Management
is concerned with total available resources
throughout the period rather than with whatever
happens to be in the balance at the end of the
period. Ending balances often have no bearing on
the total resources available during the period, so
ratios and other analyses based on these ending
balances may be highly misleading.
Analyses are structured as shown in Table 1
which can readily be constructed from a company's books of account. Each state can be treated as
an inventory or a particular resource. For example, the inventory entries for Period 1 in Table 1
indicate that, of $100 available, inventory costing
$5 was sold for cash, inventory costing $20 remained in the ending balance, and inventory costing $75 was sold on account. All transactions are
recorded at cost. (Adjustments for profit margins
will be illustrated later.) The last column in Table
1 contains the average percent distributions of the
resources available in each state for n = 3 periods. These percentages are used as estimates of
the probabilities of resources moving from one
state to another. From these estimates, resource
flow probabilities (transition matrices) in Table 2
are constructed. Data for Case 1 in Table 2 are
based on information in the last column of Table
1. Data for other cases are shown for comparative
analyses. The entries in Table 2 are read as follows: consider the accounts receivable source in
Case 1. On the average, over the three periods
sampled in Table 1, 50% of total available accounts receivable was collected during the period
(debit cash and credit accounts receivable) and
50% remained in accounts receivable at the end of
the period.
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With this framework, management can monitor
resource flows from one state to another, and this
information is useful in planning and controlling
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Table 1
Transaction Analyses Case 1
Average
distribution

$300

100%

%

Totals
3
n
=

1. Cash, beg., bal.

10

2. Invento ry

/ 9 0

5

3. AIR

1 -

85

9 5 /

Total available
1. Cash, end bal.

2. Inventory

15

0

8 0

2

Uses:

5

$

Sources:

$

C as h

Periods
$

1

Operating resources:
sources, uses, and
states 11, 2, 3)

3
105

5

15

90

90

25
75

...
...

45
255

15
85
_

_

-

-

3. AIR

100

4

2

I nv e n to ry
Sources:

1. Cash

$ 90

2. Inv., beg., bal.

10

$ 90

$ 75

20

15

/

_

3. AIR

Uses:

100

10

5 /

1. Cash

3
10

2. Inv., e nd b al.
3. AIR

20

15
85

75
5

.. .
...
...

$300

10 0%

15

5

25

60

20

65

255

75

2. Inventory

75

3. AIR
Total available

/ 9 5

175
1. Cash

8 0 /

2. Invento ry
3. AIR

95

Transactions
1 Cash sales
2 Cash collections of receivables
3 Account balances
4 Cash purchases
5 Credit sales

65
90

80

$155

$510

100%

90

85

255

50

3

90

70

255

-

-

_

-

Uses:

85

100

-

$

-

1. Cash

$

Sources:

-

A c c o u nts r e c e iv ab le
$

2

90

...

-

Total available

How long does
it take on the
average to
con vert
accounts
receivable into
cash?
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All at cost

resources. Answers to the following questions can
be determined.
1. How long does it take, on the average, to convert cash through the various states into finished goods?
2. How long does it take, on the average, to convert finished goods into accounts receivable?
3. How long does it take, on the average, to convert accounts receivable into cash?
4. How long does it take to convert cash through
the operating cycle into cash?
5. What variances are associated with each of the
foregoing values?
6. What are the bottlenecks in the process?
7. Over time, how will the resources of the firm
be distributed?
For illustration, Markov chain theory and apMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1980

propriate matrix algebra for regular Markov
chains' have been applied to derive the means and
variances of resource flows for Cases 1 and 3 as
shown in Table 3. Table 3, Case 1, indicates that
the meats transition period for conversion of accounts receivable into cash is 2.00 periods with a
variance of 6.00 periods. This situation appears to
be a bottleneck, accounting for the gradual buildup of the proportions of resources in accounts receivable shown in Table 4 (resource availability
distribution forecast). Also, it takes 3.66 periods
on the average for cash to move through the operating cycle. Perhaps management can alleviate
these problem areas by changing collection policies to increase flows of resources in a manner
similar to that shown in Table 2, Case 2 where the
transition probability from accounts receivable to
cash is .8. In Case 2, the mean numbers of periods
for collections of accounts receivable and move61

This formula adjusts the information in Table 2
for the profit factor. In the illustration, the matrix
of resource flow probabilities is adjusted to reflect
a 20% profit margin resulting from cash sales and
credit sales, Specifically, the percentage of inventory sold for cash is multiplied by 1.2 and the
percentage of inventory sold for credit (accounts
receivable) is multiplied by 1.2. In Case 1, the
resource flow matrix P is:

Table 2
Resource Flow Probabilities
1. Cash

Uses
2. Inventory

3. AIR

.15
.05
.50

.85
.20
.00

.00
.75
.50

Case 2
Sources: 1. Cash
2. Inventory
3. AIR

.15
.05
.80

.85
.20
.00

.00
.75
.20

Case 3
Sources: 1. Cash
2. Inventory
3. AIR

.15
.05
.30

.85
.20
.00

.00
.75
.70

States
C88e 1 (See Table 1)
Sources: 1. Cash
2. Inventory
3. AIR

1. Cash
2. Inv.
3. A/R

1. Cash

2. Inventory

1.17
3.44
3.17

2.59
1.41
2.29

Variance:
1. Cash
2. Inventory
3. AIR

16.67
12.18
6.00

1.59
15.19
12.30

7.67
2.76
7.42

Steady state

27.4%

29.1%

43.6%

4.72
4.38
3.33

1.17
4.44
4.51

2.59
1.41
1.7

Variance:
1. Cash
2. Inventory
3. AIR

31.72
27.40
18.89

1.59
29.21
28.32

7.67
2.76
4.86

Steady state

21.2%

22,5%

56.3%

Case 3
Mean transition periods:
1. Cash
2. Inventory
3. AIR

F = XP" _ [ 100, 90, 1551

3. AIR

3.66
3.13
2.00

t

ment of cash flow through the system are 1.25 and
3.06 rather than 2.00 and 3.66. Case 3 illustrates a
more serious collection problem.
For financial planning, the resource flow probabilities can be used to forecast resource availability distributions as shown in Table 4. The forecasted resource available distribution F is defined
for n periods into the future as
F = XP"
where:

B2

2. Inv. 3. A/R
.85
.00
.20
.75(1.2)
.00
.50

Thus, to obtain the forecast of resources at the
end of three periods for Case 1, use the following
formula:

Table 3
Means and Variances of Resource Flows (No. of Periods)
Case 1
Mean transition periods:
1. Cash
2. Inventory
3. AIR

I. Cash
.15
.05(1.2)
.50

(1)

F = Forecast of resource availability
distribution at end of n periods
X = Initial resource availability distribution ($100, $90, $155, in
Case 1 as shown in the Periods
Column in Table 1)
n = Number of
periods
(i.e.,
months)
P = An augmented matrix of resource flow probabilities

.15 .85 .00
.06 .20 .90
.50 .00 .50

3

The results of this forecast and forecasts for Cases
2 and 3 are given in Table 4.
The potential bottlenecks and problems noted
in the analysis of mean resource flow times in Table 3 are clearly evident in Table 4, which is only a
three - period forecast for Cases 1, 2 and 3 with a
20% profit margin. In Case 1, the fact that it
takes, on the average, two periods to convert receivables to cash, as shown in Table 3, results in
the predicted increase in accounts receivable
shown in Table 4 from $155 to $179, or 45 to 46 %
respectively. In Case 2, collection policies are improved; 80% rather than 50% of receivables is
collected in the next period as shown in Table 2.
As compared with Case 1, this improvement results in an increase from $392 to $398 in total
resources tied up in receivables at the end of three
periods.
In Case 3, the more serious problem of collecting only 30 %n of receivables in the next period and
the resulting mean conversion time of 3.33 periods
to cash, as shown in Tables 2 and 3 respectively,
results in a tremendous build -up of receivables.
The firm in Case 3 clearly is in cash flow trouble.
As compared with Case 1, available cash has decreased from $107 to $83, and the funds tied up in
accounts receivable has increased from $179 to
$227.
Cash Flow Information Aids Management
Decisions
Liquidity is a major problem in making investment decisions regarding the future cash inflows
of a firm and management of the cash position of
that firm. Both external and internal users of accounting information will be able to make more
informed decisions if meaningful cash flow
information is presented. Although cash flow
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1980
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Table 4
Resource Availability Distribution Forecast for 3 Periods

Case 1
1. Cash
2. Inventory
3. AIR
Total
Case 2
1. Cash
2. Inventory
3. AIR
Total
Case 3
1. Cash
2. Inventory
3, AIR
Total

Forec ast
A mo u n t

%

%

Ini ti al
Am o u n t

distribution

statements are not among the required financial
statements, this information may be presented as
supplementary data to the financial statements in
summary or tabular form. For managerial decisions, cash flow forecasts concerning the current
operating cycle are necessary for optimal use of
cash resources and maintainence of an adequate
supply of cash,
Most traditional analyses are deficient because
they are founded on balances at particular points
in time which have little, if any, bearing on the
resources available during the period. Management must analyze and control the total resources
available throughout the period. We have illustrated a technique that will enable management to
analyze the flows of resources through the operating cycle and that can be used for forecasting the
total resources available for the operation of the
business in future periods. In addition, data provided by the suggested analyses should enable
firms to present more useful information on resource flows in financial statements. The strengths
of the suggested procedure lie in its small and
readily available data requirements and its simplicity of use for even the smallest firms.
❑
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26
45
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46

345
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100

$100
90
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29
26
45
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128
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30
32
38

345

100

398

100

$100
90
155

29
26
45

$ 83
78
227

21
20
59
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100
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Who reads

MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING?

Peter, Paul ... and Ponzi

ROBERT J. DONACHIE
Executive Vice President and Secretary
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Earth Resources Company

"Fin anc ial p lan n in g for su ccess in
business th ese d ay s is based on so u n d
principles of eco n o mics, ski llfu lly
appli ed, " sa y s Mr. Do n ach ie. 'Y rea d
Managem en t Acco u n ting to stay
abreast of th e p ra cti cal p roced ures, as
well as th e co n cep ts used In reaching
m anagem en t d ec isio n s. Fro m t h e
evaluatio n of alternative In vestm en ts
and fun d in g so u rces to aud it ing a nd
acc oun tin g s y st em s desi g n, I fi nd th e
tools I need in th e ed ito rial an d
advertisin g pages of Man agemen t
Accounting."
As Chief Financial Officer for more than
12 years, Mr. Donachie has seen Earth
Resources Company grow into a multi divisional operation concentrating in
energy and resource development with
total annual sales exceeding $500
million. "A management accountant,"
he believes, "is less an accountant than
an economic analyst for his own
business. He must understand what it
takes to produce a real profit for that
particular enterprise. For a profit to be
real it must be realized —in the form of
cash in the bank."

Mr. Donachie is one of the top

25 9000

financial executives leading our

90,000

readers at all levels of business.
For information and rates contact:

MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING
919 Third Avenue, NY, NY 10022
(212) 754 -9785
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The simple essence of a Ponzi
scheme repaying both the principal
and interest due to early investors
with cash obtained from later investors. Usually, such schemes have no
other source of cash, and shortly the
latest investors suffer complete losses. This "con" is similar to the pyramid schemes which are enjoying a resurgence.
Ponzi schemes depend on large
doses of greed and gullibility and only
involve creative accounting to the extent of missing or false financial statements. In 1920, Charles Ponzi easily
attracted some $15 million of investor
cash —with financial statements neither requested from nor provided by
his Securities Exchange Company. Financial statements were prepared
only after his scheme collapsed, following publication by a Boston newspaper of his mug shots from an earlier
Montreal conviction for forgery.
Some 60 years later, in spite of
massive legislation and regulatory activities, Ponzi schemes abound in impressive variety. In a typical month —
March, 1980 —three large Ponzi
schemes were disclosed in the financial press. One involved the Oakland,
Calif., Church of Hakeem, which offered members profits of 300% on
their church donations over an unspecified short period of time. The
church twist, of course, disguises the
investment as a donation ostensibly
deductible for tax purposes. Another,
in Los Angeles, offered profits up to
300% per year in investments in distressed merchandise. The third, also
in Los Angeles, is notable because it
managed to prosper in spite of promising only ordinary profit levels from
mundane investments.
For the average man in the street,

the financial hardship spread by these
schemes is their predominant characteristic, but let's look at a Ponzi
scheme from an accountant's point of
view.
Funny Financials
First of all, the income statement
would show no revenues and a net
loss equal to total expenses, which
would be mainly selling, administrative, and interest expense. In reaction
to that negative contribution margin,
some Ponzi operators come to regard
the cash from new investors as revenue. Usually, such creative accounting is limited to certain fund accounting applications.
In the early stages of the game, the
balance sheet could look mildly respectable—at least fo r a new business, The investors' cash would be
about matched by the liability to them,
with ow ners' equity em pty or slightly
in deficit. From this point on, though,
it's all dow nhill for the balance sheet.
The only com fort is that the schem e
will be able to pay off investors w ish-

ing to cash out so long as net new
investment at least covers cash selling and administrative costs. Small
comfort.
Exploding Liabilities
Quickly, though, liability growth explodes. Ponzi's basic offer, for example, was 50% interest per quarter.
That would lead an investment of
$1,000 to grow to $5,062 in one year,
or five new investors just to pay off
one old investor. Ponzi lasted about
par for the course —just over six
months.
Soon, the cash is gone. The balance sheet is one side only, with the
balance being between liabilities and
accumulated deficit. Ponzi's deficit
Continued on page 70
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Conference information and agenda:
General Chairman, Nort on M. Bedford,
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Chairman, NAA Committee on Education;
Arthur Young Distinguished Professor of
Accountancy, University of Illinois
LSresponsible and successful controllership ... yourtarget in today'seconomy?

T u e sda y ,
October 21 s t.

W ednesday,
O c tob er 2 2nd.

To help you meet your objective of effective corporate stewardship, NAA offers
this special two -day conference on the
job of the controller. Now you can get upto -date information... gain specialized
knowledge from leading financial professionals... and learn how to apply proven
financial skills and techniques to your
particular problems. Here's a conference
that addresses your professional needs
from a practical perspective.

The Controller as Manager
• Evolution of the Controller's Role
• Managing the Controller's Function
Speaker: J. Lee Ledbetter, V.P. Finance
Lukens Steel Corp., Inc.

Personal Liability of the Financial
Manager
• Contemporary Disclosure Issues
Speaker: Jeremy Wiesen, Esq.
Counsel, Cohen Commission;
Member, AICPA Fraud Committee

This meeting covers many aspects of
today's m odern c ontrollers hip ... and
what's apt to happen tomorrow. You'll
meet with a team of seasoned strategists
with years of financial experience... professionals who successfully see the signals and m o ve th eir co mp an ies fo rward
through uncertain and turbulent times.
During this fac t - filled c onference,
they'll tell you about the approaches they
use - the latest concepts in managing the
controllership job, planning and control
strategies for profit protection, insuring
growth, and measuring real performance.
They'll show you how to assess the adequacy of internal controls, forecast cash
requirements, match computers with user
needs and avoid potential liabilities for the
financial manager and his company.
Take advantage of this opportunity to
sharpen your knowledge and skills. Use
the attached registration form to reserve
your place today!

Linking Strategic Planning with
Management Accounting
• Data for Strategic Planning
• Portfolio Management
• Interfacing with Budgeting
• Tracking Accomplishments
Speaker: Allen H. Seed, III
Senior Consultant
Arthur D. Little, Inc.
Strategies for Profit Protection
• Internal Growth /Acquisition /Divestiture
Speaker: Robert A. Bullington, V, P.
Irving Trust Company
Setting Profit Goals to Measure Real
Performance
• Inflation's Impact on the Company's
Earnings Performance
• Real Vs. Illusory Profits
• Evaluation Techniques and Report
Methods
Speaker: John P. Harness, Controller
Desoto, Inc.
Coping with Inflation's Impact on the
Balance Sheet
• Impact on Inventories, Property, Plant
and Equipment
• Disclosure Under FASB #33
• W orking Capital Management
Speaker: Richard Moore, Partner
Arthur Andersen and Co.

Current Developments, Update:
FASB /SEC
• Accounting Standards
• SEC Requirements
Speaker: Dale Canfield, Partner
Coopers & Lybrand
Internal Accounting Controls
• Conforming to the Standards of FCPA
• Determining Their Adequacy
• Impact on Officers and Directors
Speaker: James R. Crockett, Chairman
Department of Finance and Accounting
University of W est Florida
Forecasting Cash Requirements
• Coping with the Liquidity Problem
• Forecasting Methods Employed
• Usefulness of Statistical and
Quantitative Techniques
Speaker to be announced

Computer Systems to Match User Needs
• Distributed Data Processing
• Interactive Computing
• Minicomputers
Speaker: Robert Rector, Principal
Anson, Lee, Rector & Associates

Fee — $375.00— includes daily luncheons, refreshments, and all technical materials,

Mail the attached registration card and remittance to
National Association of Accountants,
919 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022
Attention: Conference Registrar
For telephone registration call: 212/754.9758
P.S. Register now as participation is limited

REGISTRATION AND REFUND POLICY
All registrations will be confirmed by the Registrar in the order received. Registrations will be accepted during the we ek prior to the conference only if s pace is
available. You may substitute another individual for your registration prior to the
conference.
Full refunds will be made on cancellations received by October 14,1980. Registrations cancelled after October 14,1980 and through October 17.1980 are subject to a
cancellation charge of $50.00. No refunds will be made on cancellations received
after October 17, 1980.
Recommended continuing education credit: 16 hours

People in the News
Promotions and New Positions
Larry Tootchen, Ardmore, Pa., is now
controller of Boas Box Co. He is a
member of Philadelphia Chapter.
Gisela Stiles, Avon, Conn., has been
promoted to vice president-administration at Mintz & Hoke, Inc. She is a
member of the Hartford Chapter.
James T. Glover, Balboa, Calif., is now
controller for Aminoil International. He
is a member of the Orange Coast California Chapter.
Jack Levine, Beacon Falls, Conn., has
been promoted to senior vice president
and treasurer for City Savings Bank. He
is a member of the Bridgeport Chapter.
Raymond L. Brown, Bethesda, Md., has
been appointed vice president of finance
and operations for Congressional Information Service, Inc. He is a member of
the Denver Chapter.

V. Gwen Gibson, Bountiful, Utah, has
been named controller of Jiffy Food
Store. She is president of the Salt Lake
Area Chapter. Owen B. Kimball, is now
secretary- treasurer of J.J. Enterprises.
He also is still treasurer for J.W. Brewer
Tire Co.
Frank J . Howrylak, Charleston, W.
Va., has been promoted to director of
tax affairs at McJunkin Corp. He is a
member of the Southern West Virginia
Chapter.
Carlton F. Thornbury, Charlotte, N.C.,
has joined NCNB Corp. as foreign tax
administrator. He is a member o f the
Cuyahoga Valley Chapter.
V.J. Locasio, Cleveland, Ohio, has been
named managing director of Republic
Technology Corp.'s newly formed systems division. He is a Member -at- Large.
Carol A. Gordon, Costa Mesa, Calif.,
was named controller for Western De-

THE PERFECT POSITION IS WAITING
FOR YOU IN ANOTHER CITY
But how could you know?— unless you contact your
nearest Accounting Financial representative.

MOW

i

Kai

F SIM RWM

Our respected nationwide association enables your representative to inform you of positions that have opened
across the country. Many are with companies whose
policy is not to publicly announce selective positions. If
you have a preference for a particular city, your representative will have full accessibility to the opportunities of our
affiliate agency in that city.
Often the real move up is a move away. Yet relocation can
only prove significantly advantageous when it has been
accompanied by completely knowledgeable, confidential
and attentive service. We provide it. Give us a call.

F
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Financial Associates

LOS ANGELES, CA
RM Enterprises
(213) 651 -4622

RICHMOND, VA
Don Richard Associates
(804) 644 -0651

BET HESDA, MD
Don Richard Associates
(301) 652 -1182

MINNEAPOLIS, M N
Accounting Personnel
of Minnesota
(612) 544 -1005
NEW ORLEANS, LA
Accounting Personnel
Consultants of New Orleans
(504) 581 -7800

SAN FRANCISCO, CA
The Financial Resources
Group
(415) 398 -2171
SEATTLE, WA
Passage Associates
(206) 623 -6200

DENVER, CO
Rocky Mountain Recruiters
(303) 321 -8005
HART FORD, CT
Compass. Inc.
(203) 549 -4240

N. MIAMI, FL
Career Associates. Inc.
(305) 893 -0810
PIT TSBURGH, PA
Accounting Personnel
(412) 261 -1015

SOUT HFIELD, MI
Accounting Financial
Personnel
(313) 353 -1161
&

DALLAS, TX
Accounting Personnel
Consultants of Dallas
(214) 386 -4770

&

BALTIMORE, MD
Don Richard Associates
(301) 752 -5244

CHICAGO, ILL
Thomas Hirtz Associates
(312) 977 -1555
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Accounting
M

SYRACUSE, NY
CFA Associates
Personnel, Inc.
(315) 463 -5225

sign Corp. She is a member of the Orange County Chapter.
Patrick A. Osler, Dayton, Ohio, has become manager, forward planning, in the
financial planning and analysis group at
NCR Corp. He is a member of the Miami Valley Ohio Chapter.
E. Leslie Greaves, Des Moines, has been
named vice president /manager of collection services at the Iowa Des Moines
National Bank ... Bernard A. Schwartz
has been promoted to vice president at
the West Bank of West Des Moines ...
Lynn Saubert is now associate professor
and assistant dean of the College of
Business at Drake University.
Michael P. McInerney, Detroit, is now
manager, investor financial services at
American Natural Resources Co.
Larry C. Scott, Durham president, has
been promoted to senior cost accountant at Monsanto Triangle Park Development Center, Inc.
Raymond J. Sauser, Eugene, Ore., has
been appointed quality control manager
for J.W. Callahan & Co. He is a member of the Eugene - Springfield Chapter.
Steven W. Lowrey, Evansville, has
joined Shouse - Brill, Inc. as vice president of finance.
Lynn Holzer, Fountain Valley, Calif.,
has been named assistant controller at
Craig Corp. She is a member of the Orange Coast California Chapter.
Desda K. Clark, Ft. Worth, is now officer and audit manager -trust at the Ft.
Worth National Bank ... Gretchen E.
Ford has been appointed vice president
and audit manager - commercial and
EDP at the same bank.
George S. Baumgartner, Honolulu, has
become a partner at Deloitte Haskins &
Sells ... Miriam Miyai is now accounting manager for Star Travel Agency,
Inc. . . . Randall K. Ogata has been
named controller of E.K. Fernandez
Shows, Inc. ... Raymond H.Y. Tan has
been appointed vice president- finance
and treasurer of Hawaiian Airlines. All
are members of the Hawaii Chapter.
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Lester M . Brewer, Houston past president, is now controller of Hughes Tool
Co. A past national vice president in
1977 -78, he is a member of the NAA
Planning Committee ... Lawrence W.
Schumann has been elected controller of
Telecom Corp.
Lloyd A. Unger, Indianapolis, Ind., is
now an auditor for the Department of
Revenue of the State of Indiana. He is a
member of the Michiana Chapter.

BREWER
Houston

HARRIS
Los Angeles

Stephen F. Capron, Kansas City, has
been named vice president of the United
Missouri Bank . . . John W . DeHardt is
now accounting manager at Fairmount
Co.... Mary R. Law has become manager of oil and gas accounting for the
Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line.

Fernando G. Argibay, Miami, has been
named executive vice president of Union Federal Savings and Loan Assn.
Neil E. Holmes, Mission, Kan., was
promoted to vice president— treasurer
of the Marley Co. He is a member of the
Kansas City Chapter.
Thomas M. Luebberman, New Ipswich,
N.H., has been appointed vice president- finance and controller of Seppala
and Aho Construction Co. He is a
member of the Boston Chapter.
Patrick A. Brady, New Orleans, has
been appointed manager of Alexander
Grant & Co.'s New Orleans office ...
Morris H. Molaison, Jr, has been elected treasurer of Johnson & Higgins of
Louisiana, Inc. . . . Alfred A. Parden,
Jr, has joined Delta Steamship Lines,
Inc. as vice president - controller.
John F. Walrath, New York, will become vice chairman of American
Brands, Inc., January 1, 1981, when
Robert K. Heimann, chairman and
CEO, retires. Mr. Walrath currently is
president and chief operating officer. He
will retire in May 1981.

Allen L. Walschinski, Kaukauna, Wis.,
has joined Keller Structures, Inc., as
controller . . . Byron A. Wendt has
joined the same company as vice president of internal operations /treasurer.
Both are members of the Northern Wisconsin Chapter.

1st in USA
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with corporate politics? Join the ■
leader in Business counseling,
,
The PBS program has enjoyed tremen
dour success and profitable growth

O

UNTANTS!

"FED UP"

through our nationwide family of successful affiliates. From California to
New York, accountants have established their own accounting, book.
keeping and tax practices, streamlined
by our own computer systems.
PBS will provide...
•�Training�Seminar�•�Computer�Service
•�Starter�Kit�•�Annual�Tax�Guide�•�Marketing�Film�•�Support�&�Consultation
• Fairchild Projector • Wats Line
"Dial -An- Answer" •�3,000�Qualified
Leads�•�Monthly�Tax�Newsletter�•�Sales
Presentation Kit • Travel, Meals &
Lodging�•�Training�Manuals�• Your InHouse PBS Computer (Optional)
Total Investment $10.500.
For more information and a sample
startup kit, call now, toll free.
800/638 -9390. In Maryland, call
301/727 -4600.
Thomas 1. Morris III, VP.
Professional Business Systems
Suite 253 /The World Trade Center
Baltimore, Maryland 21202

PROFESSIONAL

BUSINESS
SYSTEMS, INC.

I

STEVEN F. WEYNAND
MARK HELLERSTEIN
JAMES ZILKA
GEORGE H. MATTERS
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Jerold K. Fetzer, Little Rock, Ark., has
been named director of internal audit
for Allied Telephone Co. He is a member of Central Arkansas Chapter.
Richard W. Harris, Los Angeles, has
been appointed vice president of American Appraisal Associates. He is a current national vice president of NAA.
Donald K. Yoder, Louisville, has been
promoted to manager of payroll and financial analysis for Whayne Supply Co.
Dennis J. Kalscheur, Madison, has been
appointed assistant treasurer of CUNA
Mutual Investment Corp. and CMCI
Corp. —two subsidiaries of the CUNA
Mutual Insurance Group.
Phillip S. Ballard, McBee, S.C., has
joined A.O. Smith Corp.'s consumer
products division as general accounting
supervisor. He is a member of the Columbia Chapter.
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G.O. at the same company ... Joe D.
Parrish, also a Peoria past president,
has joined Caterpillar's cost accounting
staff of the engine division administrative group.
W. Joseph Mollenauer, Jr., Pittsburgh,
was appointed vice president, controller
at Dravo Mechling Corp.... Warren L.
Rodgers was appointed manager of information systems center —customer
service at Allegheny Ludlum Industries.
Ho J. Kim, Princeton, N.J., has been
named manager of financial services for
RCA Astro- Electronics ... Stanley J.
Stolarski has joined the Princeton University Office of the Controller as accountant of student accounts. Both are
members of Trenton Chapter.

Sound familiar"?
Modeling. Call Milt Herbert at
(313) 769 -6800 or contact your local
ADP Network Services office.
ADP Network Services is a &vision of Automatic Data Processing,
Inc., the largest independent computing services company in the world.
Founded in 1949, ADP serves more
than 75,000 clients around the world,
including more than half of the

David D. Kohlmeyer, Racine, Wis., was
promoted to assistant vice president —
internal audit at M & I American Bank.
He is a member of Racine- Kenosha
Chapter.

FORTUNE 500.

2w,.

Robert D. Bechtel, Reading, has joined
Luden's Inc. as budget manager . . .
Roger C. Lamp was promoted to vice
president for the Polymer Corp. . . .
Gregory L. Portner has joined Pennsylvania Optical Co. as accounting supervisor.

The computing companyg

. . .Herbert
............................
i . Milt
ADP Network Services
1 180 Jackson Plaza
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106

Ina M. Zimmerman, Richland, Wash.,
is now supervisor, general accounting at
United Nuclear Ind. She is a member of
the Washington Tri- Cities Chapter.

Name
Title
Company

Henry Bryant, Jr., Rochester, is now
senior auditor at Sybron Corp. . . .
Hearst G. Carrington has joined Win terkorn, Hammond and Lillis, Inc. as
controller ... Richard A. Caruso is now
manager, financial planning and analysis at Itek Graphic Products Division of
Itek Corp.

i Address
City
Phonei

S tate _ Z ip
1

Comments

i

If it does, there's a simple,
painless solution: ADP's Financial
Modeling System (FML). It takes
the number crunching burden off
your analyst's shoulders and puts
it on the computer, where it belongs. FML can give you the information you need when you
need it.
Hundreds of companies are
already using FML for their day to -day, month -to -month results,
projections, forecasts and budgets.
You can too. In a number of areas:
• Financial Statements
• Pro Forma Analysis
• What -if Analysis
• Product Line Analysis
• Sales Forecasting
• Lease /Buy Analysis
• Capital Budgeting
• Cash Flow Forecasting
• Product Planning
• Productivity Analysis
• Credit Analysis
• Merger and Acquisitions
• And much more.
Many FML clients have
gotten a 40°lr increase in their analyst's productivity. Turnaround
time is drastically reduced.
So, if you have trouble getting accurate reports out on time,
contact the Experts in Financial
©1980. ADP Network Services, Inc.

Frank J. Duzy, North Haven, Conn.,
has joined Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Connecticut as controller. He is a
member of the Bridgeport Chapter.
John M. Sullivan, Norwood, Mass., has
been named manager of risk and financial administration at Analog Devices.
He is a member of the Massachusetts
Route 128 Chapter.
David M. Eakin, Oil City, Pa., has been
promoted to vice president of finance at
Northwest Pa. Bank. He is a member of
68

the Northwest Keystone Chapter. R.
Scott Keefer, has been named assistant
controller - director of government affairs for the Quaker State Oil Refining
Corp. He is president of the Northwest
Keystone Chapter.
Henry D. Lawrence, Peoria, is now an
audit supervisor in the controls division
of Caterpillar Tractor Co. . . . Don E.
Loesch, past president of the Peoria
Chapter, has been named manager of
benefits payments in data processing

John A. Thompson, Sacramento, Calif.,
has been elected managing partner and
chief executive officer of Main Hurd man & Cranstoun. He will assume his
new position April 1, 1981, when the
present chairman and chief executive,
Archibald E. MacKay, will retire. Mr.
Thompson is a member of Brooklyn Queens Chapter.
LeRoy Faerber, Salt Lake City, has
been appointed a full professor at the
University of Utah. He is a member of
the Salt Lake Area Chapter.
Jerry W. Nicks, San Antonio, has been
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named senior vice president and controller for the Southwest National Bank
John Chris Waples has become trea...
surer of Barrett Industries.
Del Reisenhuber, San Jose, is now executive vice president of Lomac Corp.
Carl M. Bennett, Sandy, Utah, was appointed chief financial officer of Ford
Bacon & Davis Utah Inc. He is a member of the Salt Lake Area Chapter.
William Westman, Santa Clara, Calif.,
has joined Intel Corp. as vice president,
finance. He is a member of the Buffalo
Chapter.

THOMPSON

W ESTMAN

Brooklyn - Queens

Buffalo

South Atlantic Services, Inc. as controller.
Frank D. Cugliari, Jr., Wilson, N.C.,
has been named cost accounting and
profit plan manager for the Portable Air
Compressor Division of Joy Manufacturing Co. He is a member of the Ohio
Mid- Eastern Chapter.
Ana Maria V. Beery, Winston - Salem,
N.C., is now senior internal auditor —
Gulf /East Coast of R.J. Reynolds Industries
Brant T. Bills has been
... analyst in corporate acnamed financial
counting— reporting; Alejandrin R.
Iruela has been promoted to accountant; Ronald G. Tuttle is now senior internal auditor, internal audit —Gulf/
East Coast at the same company. All
are members of the Piedmont WinstonSalem Chapter.
Wilbur D. Wright, Worthington, Minn.,
is now a partner of McGladrey, Hendrickson and Co. He is a member of
Saint Paul Chapter.

Philip J. Burch, Shreveport, is the new
director of energy and conservation
services at Arkansas Louisiana Gas.

Roger P. Calabretta, York, has become
sales manager at Office Improvements,
In c. . . . Charlene M. Cerass was named

David Hull, St. Paul, has been named
assistant controller of C & S and FW &
D Railways.

Richard A. Geiger, Trenton, is now
manager of profit improvement for the
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Floyd J. Mills, Tucson, has joined
Apache Industries as controller.

Michael W. Pelech, Jr., Twinsburg,
Ohio, is now accounting manager at
Automated Packaging. He is a member
of the Cuyahoga Valley Chapter,
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For an RFP package, contact:
Housing Authority- Milwaukee
P.O. Box 324
Milwaukee, WI 53201
Attn: Jon Granger, 414 - 278-2171

•THRUINDEPENDENTCORRESPONDENCESTUDY
•GRADUATES QUALIFYFORADMISSIONCABAR,
U.S Federal Courts, US. Supreme Court. us rax
Courts plus Administrative Courts as CA Attorney.

*CALIFORNIARESIDENCYNOTREQUIRED
•REGISTEREDLAW SCHOOL. State of California,
Committee of Bar Examiners.
Nationwide toll -free

Calif Residents

800-423 -4530

213. 795 -5558

SOUTHLAND LAW SCHOOL
69 N. Catalina, Dept. U3
Pasadena, California 91106

SUBSCRIBE TO THE MAGAZINE THAT
COVERS EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO
KNOW ABOUT CHOOSING AND USING
COMPUTERS.
• The best computer for your
• Computer profit windfalls and
business
hidden costs
• How business people use micro• Best buys in computer equipment
computers
• Scanning the stockmarkets
• Computer primer
• Computer contracts
• Introduction to business software
• Service bureaus vs . in -house
• Answers to your questions
computers
• Advice from experts
• Small compu ters in large
• How to deal with suppliers
corporations

Terry L. Cooper, Tulsa, has joined Car bonex Co. as controller
Lynn F.
... Corp. as
Oates is now with Cayman
controller.

Roger Teague, Wilmington, has joined

Proposals are requested from
firms qualified in the MIS field
to conduct a Systems Study of
the Rental Assistance Program
of the Housing Authority Milwaukee.

COMPUTER
POWERFOR
ACCOUNTANTS

Michael E. Kelsey, Toledo, is now a partner at Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.

William Anderson, Washington, is now
the director of the general government
division at the General Accounting Office
Francis J. Bielski has become
... of Georgetown Printing Co.
president
John Heller has been promoted to
...
assistant comptroller general at the
GAO.
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Small Business Computers Magazine
33 Watchung Plaza, Montclair, NJ 07042
'
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One year for only $12!
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assistant business manager and earned
income tax collector for the Spring In Memoriam
Grove School District ... C. A. Mister- Ivan L. Anderson, 73, Tippecanoe, 1961.
ka is now president of AutoKraft Box Edward P. Bartos, 60, North Jersey
Corp.
Shore, 1963,
Ivan Coulter, 83, Waterbury, 1928.
Organization Service
Emeritus Life Associate.
Ephraim D. Dworetsky, New York, Robert C. Dagenhart, Jr., 33, Charlotte
partner in Dworetsky Brothers & Co. Blue, 1972.
and professor of accounting and taxa- James E. Dawson, 62, Fox River Valley,
tion at Long Island University, has been 1954.
elected a member of the board of direc- R.E. Fuller, 60, Erie, 1948.
tors of the Flushing National Bank.
W.W. Gholson, 73, Cincinnati, 1944.
ELA.
Kristi L. Holt, 27, Scottsdale Area,
1980.
CREATIVE
Alfonso A. Luzzi, 51, Olean Bradford
ACCOUNTING
Area, 1970.
R.J. Miller, 50, Peninsula Palo Alto,
Continued from page 64
1963.
was just over $2.6 million, representing all cash interest paid out plus administrative and selling costs. That is, MANAGEMENT
of the $15 million cash taken in, the ACCOUNTING
evidence suggests about $12.4 mil- PRACTICES
lion went back to investors as return
of investment. While a bit went for Continued from page 8
high living for a few months, Ponzi got
little or none of the money for himself. and Administrative Expenses to Final
There are at least four major points Cost Objectives, would clarify the rehere for managing a Ponzi scheme. quirements concerning the selection
First, the higher the interest offered, of an allocation base for the G and A
the more attractive the scheme is to expense pool.
The April -June 1980 CASB Highinvestors —and the more likely they
are to tolerate secrecy, including no lights newsletter reported that the
financial reporting. Next, the lower the House Appropriation Committee deinterest offered, the longer the nied funding for the CASB for fiscal
scheme is likely to last, as liability 1981, stating that "compliance monigrowth and cash outflow are reduced. toring and regulatory clarification is a
Balancing these opposite effects of legitimate and traditional function of
promised interest is the crux of man- the executive branch, and various ofaging a Ponzi scheme. Most opera- ficials have indicated that the executors opt for high interest and short life. tive branch can absorb that function.
There are exceptions, though, includ- Thus the Committee recommends
ing one lasting 17 years —the subject termination of the Cost Accounting
Standards Board."
of a future column here.
Thirdly, the underlying financial
condition is so bad that financial reIFAC Proposes Guides
porting must be omitted or significantly falsified. Finally, the needs of secrecy make temporary investment of Recent proposed statements of guidthe cash imprudent, at least in the ab- ance by the International Federation
sence of a suitable and convincing of Accountants include the following;
• Advertising, Publicity and
1
cover story.
Solicitation
•
Professional
Competence
The accounting events presented here
•
Definition
of
Management
Accountare not representative of usual practice
ing,
Responsibilities
of
Manageand are recounted only for educational
ment
Accountants
purposes. This information is not intended
• Professional Ethics for the Acto embarrass or to reflect on anyone.
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Heinz H. Oppenheimer, 55, New York,
1955.
Rocco Pomponio, 70, Waterbury, 1947.
ELA.
James J. Reagan, 64, Fall River -New
Bedford, 1959.
William O. Reaves, Jr., 54, Coosa Valley, 1970.
John M. Shirock, 47, Member -at- Large,
USA, 1976.
George C. Stine, Jr., 58, Delaware
County Pennsylvania, 1956.
Carl W. Wagner, 71, Northwest Suburban Chicago, 1950.
Jack A. Watson, 52, Blue Grass Area,
1962.
Thomas W. Whitehead, 53, Long Island- Suffolk, 1967.

counting Profession. Copies are
available from the AICPA Order
Department, 1211 Avenue of the
Americas, New York, NY, 10036.
AICPA's Nonprofit Guide
The Audits of Certain Nonprofit Organizations is the title of a proposed
guide issued by the American Institute
of CPAs which is intended to assist
independent auditors in examining
and reporting on the financial statements of nonprofit organizations. It
discusses the special auditing considerations required for such entities as
civil and fraternal organizations, labor
unions, libraries, museums, political
parties, schools, professional and
trade associations, research and scientific organizations, and zoological
and botanical societies.

When writing or calling
an advertiser,
say you saw it in

MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING
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AAA
Manag ement
Accounting

BOOK SERVICE

REAL ESTATE ACCOUNTING AND
REPORTING: A GUIDE FOR DEVELOPERS,
INVESTORS AND LENDERS
by James J. Klink
The author gives you a straightforward review
of accounting for acquisition and development
costs, operations and sales, and he explains
the special rules for land developers and real
estate ventures. In addition, he includes
financial statement information and financial
analysis.
John Wiley & Sons
200 pp.

1980
$26.95

CORPORATE PUBLICATIONS IN PRINT
by Craig T. Norback, editor
This one -of -a -kind directory lists all the
important publications of some 200 major
corporations in the country and tells you how to
get them. You can use this directory to build a
personal library of information that will help you
in your work.
McGraw -Hill Book Co.
288 pp.

1980
$25.00

BUDGETING: PROFIT PLANNING AND
CONTROL (4th edition)
by Glenn A. Welsch
Provides a broad view of the subject by
concentrating on conceptual foundations and
practical applications. The book includes 72
schedules, 69 illustrations and over 100 short
cases and is useful to managers in industry,
government and nonprofit enterprises.
Prentice -Hall, Inc.
602 pp

1976
$19.95

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS FOR DECISION
MAKING (2nd edition)
by Curtis J. Blecke and Daniel L. Gotthili
Packed with scores of forms, report formats
and checklists, this new edition shows the
reader how to set firm financial controls and
make quick and precise financial decisions
every day.
Prentice -Hall, Inc.
272 pp

NAA's Management Accounting Book Service
enables members to purchase books from a
number of major publishers at a 10 % discount.
This month's special selections are summarized on this page. Orders accompanied by
payment may be sent on the form provided. For
foreign orders, please request pro forma invoice. (Prices guaranteed for 90 days only.)

technologies such as law, finance, insurance,
commerce, statistics and the like.
Prentice -Hall, Inc.
512 pp.

1975
$26.00

DIRECT COSTING
by William E. Arnstein and Frank Gilabert
A practical handbook that will teach you how to
eliminate confusion about volume variance;
clarify the interaction of cost, price and volume;
and improve cost control.
AMACOM
352 pp.

control. It reduces probability and statistical
techniques to simple math or tables and charts.
It provides the latest information on product
liability and computers and quality control and
illustrates the relationship between quality and
cost.
Prentice -Hall, Inc.
309 pp.

1979
$19.95

CONTROLLER'S HANDBOOK
by Sam R. Goodman and James R. Reece
A working tool for controllers, the book covers
all aspects of the controller's function.
Contributors to the book actually are engaged
in solving day -to -day problems and are topnotch in their field. A unique reference book.
Dow Jones - Irwin, Inc.
1,253 pp.

1978
$37.50

A DICTIONARY FOR ACCOUNTANTS (5th
edition)
by Eric L. Kohler
Combining up -to- the - minute definitions of
essential terminology with some of the capsule
explanations of basic methods and techniques,
this is a one - volume accounting library. The
book not only covers all facets of accounting
but includes relevant terms from related

1980
$26.50

INTEGRATING THE COMPUTER WITH
YOUR BUSINESS: ACCOUNTING FOR
COMPUTER CHARGES
by James Porter and Jonathan Chapple
Provides an overview of the complex question
of computer costs and examines in detail the
principles of financial control of computer
departments, including the recovery from users
of expenditures on their behalf.
John Wiley & Sons
320 pp.

1980
$29.95

RETAIL ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL
CONTROL (4th edition)
by Louis C. Moscarello, Francis C. Grau and
Roy C. Chapman
Directed to everyone concerned with retail
accounting and management, this authoritative
guide provides reliable help on the interrelated
problems of retail accounting methods and
procedures, financial and operating controls,
and specialized tax planning. Tax planning and
procedures are discussed in detail, and the
examples and illustrations, forms, formulas and
tables ensure the book's use as a working
manual as well as guide.
John Wiley & Sons
520 pp.

1976
$30.50

NAA MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING BOOK SERVICE

1980
$34.95
Quantity

Please arrange to have the following literature sent to me:
Title
Price Ea.

Total

COMPUTER SECURITY: A MANAGEMENT
AUDIT APPROACH
by Norman L. Enger and Paul W. Howerton
Find out from two EDP experts where your
computer system is vulnerable, how to set up
controls and how to invest in protective
measures without taking too many risks or
spending too much money. It's easy to
understand and can help you save thousands if
not millions of dollars.

Member Acct No.
SHIP TO:

S ub t o t a l . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Less 10% Discount ... (

1

Subtotal . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
AMACOM
272 pp

Add Postage and Handling

1980
$21.95

QUALITY CONTROL: A PRACTICAL
APPROACH
by Dale H. Besterfield
This practical, state -of- the -art approach offers
sufficient theory to ensure a sound
understanding of the basic principles of quality
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1980

$2 /book, 41h CI. Book Rate
(3-6 wks. deliv.)
$31book. UPS (2 -3 wks. dehv.)
PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER

TOTA L .. .... .... ... $

Mail To Ms. Ellen Shappe, Manager, Library Services
National Association of Accountants, 919 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022
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capital
Budgetin

Concepts and Techniques...
ANNOUNCEMENT!

Here at last is a Self -Study Course that discusses,
in depth, the four primary CAPITAL BUDGETING screening techniques: ACCOUNTING
RATE OF RETURN
NET PRESENT VALUE
...
PAYBACK... TIME ADJUSTED (OR IN...
AND MORE!
TERNAL) RATE OF RETURN

...
This course, naturally, is a NEW— Energy saver —SelfStudy Program designed to yield a high level of understanding
and comprehension via the combined "Text- Cassette"
approach ... A Learning System Concept to help you pick up
the mathematical intricacies and the main arguments in
CAPITAL BUDGETING easily!
MATHEMATICAL EXAMPLES are clearly and carefully detailed
with special attention paid to each step along the way. Major
emphasis is placed on ACQUISITION & CONTROL OF GROWTH
while examining negative growth and retrenchment.
CAPITAL BUDGETING: Concepts and Techniques is a uniquely imaginative and thought - provoking experience in
learning
AN ABSOLUTE MUST!

SPECIAL FEATURES . . .
DEALS WITH INFLATION!
Carefully details mathematics so
participants receive a fuller understanding of CAPITAL BUDGETING
principles.
Amplification & Development of the

THEORY of CAPITAL BUDGETING.
Improves COMMAND of mathematics; the "validity" of the content
will make you comfortable with the
newest and the latest developments.
Presents examples drawn from the

ReaIWorld!
Many thoroughly worked out solutions
to complex problems.
Reinforces learning and retention with
Audiocassette tape(60 minutes) vividly
coupled with dramatized situations!

P.S. ENCOUNTER MODERN METHODOLOGY IN CAPITAL BUDGETING TODAY!

I

'

'

I

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ntni
- o- -so,
Mail to:
Name
National Association of Accountants
919 Third Ave., New York, N.Y.10022
Address
Att: Self -Study Programs
City, State, Zip
YES, please send me
Units) of
CAPITAL BUDGETING: Concepts and
Home Phone
Techniques
(area code)
I am considering additional purchases
Business Phone
for my Class Company other(s)
(area code)
List:
Member
No.I
—10% DISCOUNTFOR MEMBERS
Recommenaed Continuing Education Credit
PaymentEnclosed
Nonmember
12 Hours
—

L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Announcement ...

Kick off your CEP
course line -up with:

BUDGETN
I GANDPERFORMANCE
REPORTN
I GFORSERVICE
INDUSTRIES
... A one day CEP course
you can't afford to miss!
,..
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THE "LINE -UP"
Boston -Wed., Nov. 12, 1980
San Diego -Wed., Dec. 10, 1980
Atlanta -Wed., Jan, 21, 1981
Tulsa -Wed., Feb. 25, 1981
Nashville -Wed., Mar. 25, 1981
Hartford -Wed., June 3, 1981
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The evolution of the United States economy toward ser1
Planning Sales and Budgeting Costs
vice industries requires adequate cost and revenue conPlanning sales /developing the near-term sales forecast
trol techniques for service oriented companies. This one and budget /developing the pricing structure for serday course emphasizes segments and the contribution
vices /budgeting individual costs /assembling the cost
that they make toward a company's profits. It provides a
budget.
survey of the fundamental concepts and techniques of
� � +1wN.,
1:00 -4:30
planning and control for service industries.
This course is designed for managerial personnel in people Planning Segment Contribution
based and /or equipment -based companies.
Functional cost analysis /segment cost analysis/ identifying
marketing segments /assigning the costs of service funcCourse Outline
tion /product line analysis /use of computer.
Wednesday 8:30 -12:00
Management Accounting In Service Industries
Service Company Performance Reporting
The place of management accounting in an organizaPurpose and characteristics of performance measures/ contion /integration of quality and productivity in service organizasiderations in the development of performance measures /comtions /management accounting in a service industry/basic
putation of measures/ performance reporting and responsibility
budgeting concepts /cost behavior/ performance reporting for
accounting /techniques for special management decisions.
service industries.
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I Name

I

T i tle

So cial S ecurity No .

Divisio n, P lant or Off ice
Co
mpany
Street
Address

I City, State, Zip Code
I Firm's Principal Product or Service

Fee
Members Nonmembers*
I 1 day course
$145
$170
The fee for NAA Courses includes daily
I luncheons, refreshments, and all
I technical materials.

Business Phone
(Account No.)
)

Nonmember

Print or type complete name of Course

Dates

Location

Fee

S
—

—

—

"Nonmembers: The differential
per Course for nonmembers may be
I applied to NAA membership; or it
may be applied against the dues of
I an NAA member of the same firm
(organization), The differential may
I

I

—

To register for the Course, fill out
I and return the registration f orm
to gether with your check to :
I
Nat io na l A ss o c iat io n o f A c co unt ants
919 T hi rd A ve nue
I
New Y o rk, N.Y. 10022
Att: CE
P -9758
Registrar
I (212)
754
_•

I

Member (Chapter)
I NAA
Holder (Cert t
Il PleaseCMA
register me for the following Course:

II

Registration Information

—

—

—

—
J

I be used anytime af ter the Course is
completed and befo re June 30, 1982.
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If you've been interviewing too many candidates
for accounting, financial or edp positions,
call Robert Half:"
If you're a busy executive, your time is
valuable. That's understandable.
If you're a concerned executive, you want
to make certain your company hires the best
personnel. That's understandable, too.
For 32 years we have probably filled more
financial and edp positions than all other
recruiters combined.

We're specialists concentrating in limited
markets where we know the best people and
where to find them.
We are success - oriented. Fees are earned
only when you hire our candidates. And
these fees are backed by a liberal guarantee.
Cut down on your interviews. Interview
only the right people. Call Robert Half.

RPIROBMT IMLFSM
® accounting, financial and edp personnel specialists
ALBUQUEROUE • ALLENTOW N • ATLANTA • BALTIMORE • BIRMINGHAM • BLOOMINGTON (MNI • BOSTON • BUFFALO •'CHICAGO • CINCINNATI • LITY OF COMMERCE
WAI • CLAYTON • CLEVELAND • CLIFTON (NJ) • COLUMBUS • DALLAS • DAVENPORT • DAYTON • DENVER • DES MOINES • DETROIT • FORT WORTH • FRESNO- GRAND
RAPID S • GREENSBORO • HARTFORD • HAYW ARD • HOUSTON • I NDIANAPOLIS • JACKSONVILLE • KANSAS CITY • LEXINGTON • LONG ISLAND • LOS ANGELES
LOUISVILLE • MEMPHIS • MIAMI • MILW AUKEE • MINNEAPOLIS • NEW ORLEANS • NEW YORK • OMAHA • ORANGE (CAI • PALO ALTO • PHILADELPHIA • PHOENIX
PITTSBURGH • PORTLAND • PROVIDENCE • SACRAMENTQ • ST. LOUIS • ST. PAUL • SALT LAKE CITY • SAN ANTONIO • SAN FRANCISCO • SAN JOSE • SCHAUMBURG
IILI • SEATTLE • STAMFORD W TI • TAMPA • WALNUT CREEK (CAI • WASHINGTON, D.C. • W ILMINGTON
CANADA: CALGARY • TORONTO • VANCOUVER • GREAT BRITAIN: BIRMINGHAM • LONDON
C 1980 R-HTWERNAT ZONAL INC.

